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U.S. bars Waldheim for WWII actions 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Austrian 
President Kurt Waldheim is barred 
from entering the United States be- 
cause he aided in the deportation and 
execution of thousands of Jews and 
others as a German Army officer in 
World War II, the Justice Department 
announced yesterday. 
Waldheim, who was United Nations 
secretary general from 1972 to 1982, 
thus becomes the first head of state 
ever placed on an immigration watch 
list of 40,000 people, many of whom, 
like him, are excluded from the United 
States as undesirable aliens. 
Attorney General Edwin Meese 
made the decision that found that "a 
case of excludability exists with re- 
spect to Kurt Waldheim as an individ- 
ual." the Justice Department said in a 
statement. It said he knew of and aided 
persecutions of Jews, other civilians 
and partisans. 
In Vienna, Austrian Foreign Minister 
Alois Mock said the decision produced 
"great dismay" and the government 
recalled Ambassador Thomas Klestil 
from Washington for consultations. 
Mock said it was unclear whether 
Chancellor Franz Vranitzky would pro- 
ceed with a visit to the United States 
planned for later this month. 
AUSTRIAN EMBASSY spokesman 
Walter Greinert said President Reagan 
told Klestil in a meeting yesterday 
morning that the decision "in no way 
was reflecting adverse feelings to the 
Austrian people." 
In Vienna, a spokesman for Wald- 
heim, Gerold Christian, refused imme- 
diate comment on Meese's action. 
Edgar Bronfman, president of the 
Worla Jewish Congress, one of the 
Eroups that had fought to keep Wald- 
eim out of the United States, said in 
New York that Meese "has acted in a 
courageous manner and has sent a 
clear message: Nazis are not welcome 
here. ... Kurt Waldheim is and re- 
mains the symbol of deception and 
deceit in the world." 
The World Jewish Congress uncov- 
ered much of the evidence early last 
ear that led to the Justice Department 
ivestigation. 
If Waldheim tries to enter the United 
States, he will be turned away at the 
border. If he were to contest the action, 
E 
he would be Jailed at an immigration 
detention facility while he awaited an 
administrative hearing. 
As a head of state, Waldheim would 
normally have diplomatic immunity. 
Asked whether the president would 
consider inviting Waldheim here as a 
head of state, White House spokesman 
Marlin Kitzwater replied, "I think it's a 
moot point. ... There are no plans to 
invite him now." 
UNTIL EARLY 1966, Waldheim had 
maintained that he was discharged 
a See Waldheim, page 3. 
Biking, singing, 
kicking up a storm 
Above left: Catherine Witte, sophomore elementary education major, and Terrl 
Petry. junior physical therapy major, help Beth Hockwalt. junior psychology major, 
off the bicycle while Nancy Barratt, sophomore finance major, continues 
riding in Saturday's Delta (Jpsilon bike race. Above right: Qina Felice, sophomore 
speech and hearing major Joins the lead singer of the Cleveland area band City 
Heat on stage as the band performs the 60s hit 'Hang on Sloopy.' Right: Pam 
Cancelli, junior IPCO sales major, Melissa Dunn, freshmancriminal justice major, 
Joe Slagle. sophomore IPCO major, and Chris Rounds, junior MIS accounting 
major, form a kickline and dance to the music of City Heat. 
BG News/Rob Upton 
Parties cause 
few problems 
by Don Lee and 
Jared O. Wadley 
Despite police and community worries about 
parties getting out of control, police reported "very 
tew problems ' with party-goers over the weekend. 
"It wasn't bad at all," Capt. Tom Votava, assis- 
tant city police chief, said yesterday. 
Police and city officials had been worried that 
parties would get out of control because of the 
cancellation of Springfest. a University/city-spon- 
sored party which was to have taken place toward 
the end of the semester. 
City police records show that 11 complaints for 
loud parties, loud music and excess noise were 
received for Saturday night and Sunday. Votava 
said that there were "five or six" complaints 
received Friday night. 
This is down by half from the same weekend last 
year, when police responded to 38 loud-party com- 
plaints. Of those, 12 had been related to Springfest, 
according to police records. 
The absence of Springfest may have contributed 
to the decrease in the number of incidents reported. 
Lt. David Weekly of the University's Department of 
Public Safety said that there were several fights 
and disturbances reported after Springfest last 
year. 
CITY POLICE gave out eight citations for viola- 
tions of the open-container law, compared to 26 last 
year. Littering violations were down, with four this 
year and 11 last year. All of the littering violations 
this year resulted from a person dropping an open 
container of an alcoholic beverage on the ground to 
avoid an open-container citation. 
Campus police said they issued 15 open-container 
citations, the same number as they gave out during 
the same period last year. 
However, disorderly-conduct citations off-cam- 
pus totaled nine this year, up from three last year. 
Campus police reported one citation, a fireworks 
offense. 
At last year's East Merry Mania party, held 
between two of the apartment buildings on East 
Merry Street and the Conrail tracks, a ConraU train 
crew reported that beer bottles had been thrown at 
the train as it passed the party. Votava said there 
were "very few problems at East Merry Friday 
O See Weekend, page 5. 
Bill would toughen 
state dumping laws 
by Caroline Longer 
Friday editor 
Ohio is the second largest gen- 
erator of hazardous wastes in 
the country, and it is estimated 
that nationally, at least one- 
third of the hazardous waste is 
disposed of illegally, Attorney 
General Anthony Celebrezze Jr. 
said. 
That is why Celebrezze and 
state Senator Linda Furney are 
introducing "legislation de- 
signed to attack the problem of 
fly-by-night hazardous waste 
dumping." Celebrezze said. 
Hazardous waste disposal is a 
billion-dollar industry in Ohio, 
and when that business is con- 
ducted illegally - when toxic 
wastes are trucked, buried or 
thrown in areas where no pro- 
tection from contamination ex- 
ists-the substances can seep 
into the soil and water and pose 
a danger to public health and 
safety, he said. 
Furney said the bill would 
make flagrant and intentional 
illegal disposal of hazardous 
materials a felony punishable by 
up to 15 years in prison and 
possibly more than $250,000 in 
fines for each day of non-compli- 
ance with disposal regulations. 
"This bill, when it becomes 
law, will serve as a deterrent to 
the relatively few, but poten- 
tially very deadly, fly-by-night 
or unlicensed waste handlers 
and haulers in Ohio," she said. 
CELEBREZZE    SAID   the 
tougher penalties for "knowing 
violators' are similar to those 
set on a federal level in the 1964 
amendments to the Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Act. 
The legislation would create a 
public endangerment standard 
D See Illegal Dumping, page 5. 
Area farmers weather hardships 
Editor's Note: this is the first in 
a three-part series on fanning in 
Wood County. Tomorrow's seg- 
ment will discuss the potential 
for growth in local agriculture. 
by Jeff Keene 
staff reporter 
From the time they arrive in 
Bowling Green as freshmen, 
most students realize they are in 
the midst of farm country. The 
city is surrounded on all sides by 
acre upon acre of flat fields - a 
geographical fact that lends it- 
self to much campus humor. 
But farming is no joking mat- 
ter in Wood County. The coun- 
ty's farms and related 
agricultural businesses contrib- 
ute millions of dollars to the 
local, state and national econ- 
omies every year. 
With more than 1,500 farms, 
covering about 320,000 acres, 
Wood County is firmly ranked in 
the top 10 counties in Ohio in 
total farms, as well as goods 
Wood County farmers: 
adapting to a changing marketplace 
produced. The county's farmers 
produced over $74 million worth 
of goods in 1965, translating to 
almost $288 million in total agri- 
culture-related profits. 
Farmers have witnessed some 
troubled times recently, and in 
some areas of the country, the 
froblems border on crisis. 
aimers in this county, how- 
ever, have survived arid are 
heading into the 21st century 
armed with new technologies 
and a sharpened business sense. 
Farming is more competitive, 
sophisticated and mechanized 
than it was just five or 10 years 
ago. Now, along with their trac- 
tors and fertilizer, many of to- 
day's farmers come equipped 
with computers and accoun- 
tants. 
"FARMERS TODAY, 
whether they like it or not, are 
becoming more business- 
oriented,' said Brice Bowman, 
director of Wood County's Farm 
Bureau, a member-supported 
lobbying, education and funding 
agency. Bowman, who also di- 
rects farm bureaus in Lucas and 
Ottawa counties, said farming 
today is not just producing, but 
also using marketing and busi- 
ness efficiency to remain profit- 
able. 
"Those farmers that use all the 
tools' available are the ones 
that will survive," he said. 
Wood County's farmers are 
surviving because they are 
adapting to change, as well as to 
the reality that farming for plea- 
sure and its independent life- 
style are secondary to staying in 
business. 
Today's farmer faces the 
toughest international competi- 
tion ever. What this means, said 
Bowman, is that the $3 a fanner 
got for his bushel of corn 10 
years ago now goes for less than 
$2. It also means high surpluses, 
increased government support, 
higher debt and more farm fail- 
ures. 
According to Jeff Miller, di- 
rector of Wood County's PCA 
Land Bank, a non-profit loan 
institution governed by the fed- 
eral Farm Credit Association, 
the biggest reason for farm fail- 
ures is depressed prices for agri- 
cultural goods. 
D See Farming, page 5. 
Tuesday News in brief 
D The University's MAACP chapter Is at a 
standstill' in its quest for sanctioned status: 
See story, page 3. 
D President Reagan says It's time to get 
serious about trade relations with Japan: See 
story, page 6. 
D For the first time in six years, a Falcon 
track team member is going to the national 
championships: See story, page 7, 
Chicago sanctuary expert          sanctuary movement is helping these people.       OCSC temporary study area 
.               |   ,_   .   . .    .                                    Several hundred Central Americans have fled                               r                       ' 
tO Speak tonight, tomorrow            their war-torn or poverty-stricken countries for 
the United States and other countries, some-          The Off-Campus Student Center will be open 24 
An expert on a movement to help Central     times in defiance with the other country's immi-      hours a day from 6 p.m. Sunday to 6p.m. May 8 
American refugees settle in other countries will     gration laws. In the United States,  several       as a final exam study area, 
speak on the subject at 7:30 tonight in Room 114     persons have been accused of harboring illegal          "As far as we know, it is the only place open 
of the Business Administration building.                aliens when they have given shelter to these       continuously during exam week on campus'' 
refugees.                                                                said Sue Witschi, director of the center. 
RennyGolden, assistant professor in the crime                                                                                     She said the center will be open to all students 
awl social justice department of Northeastern        Golden will read some of her original poetry at       and coffee, tea and hot chocolate will be made 
Illinois University, Chicago, will discuss refugee     11:30 a.m. tomorrow in 111 South Hall.                     available, 
conditions in Central America and bow the         -by Don Lee                                                         - by Michael Asplan 
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Responsible partying 
Public drunkenness. Tear gas dispersing the 
mobs. More than 140 arrested for anything from 
inciting a riot to disorderly conduct. 
Now that's a wild party - and fortunately has 
never occurred at this University. 
Now that's a wild party - and fortunately has 
never occurred at this University. 
University and city administrators may think 
that description accurately fits last year's Spring- 
fest, but the above mayhem actually occurred over 
the weekend at two western universities. 
The fact is, Springfest was a calm, controlled 
event, and should have been held again this year. 
The students deserve it, and have proven in the 
past that they can be responsible in such a situa- 
tion - unlike the students at those two universities. 
Even at parties called "East Merry Mania" and 
"Frazee Frenzy," University students were under 
control. City police reported "very few problems" 
over the weekend. 
But, as is often the case, the University and city 
administrators overreacted to the threat of liability 
and canceled Springfest this year. Ironically, the 
cancellation occurred after a virtually problem- 
free Springfest last year. 
While campus organizations tried to make the 
most of the situation by scheduling the non-alco- 
holic "Daze of Rock" party Saturday, the sparse- 
ness of the crowd proved that most students would 
not and should not settle for a small-scale substi- 
tute for Springfest. 
This University's students are no different from 
students at other universities - they deserve an 
outlet - an end-of-the-year party. The difference is 
that almost all universities provide such a "blow- 
out," and do not expect the participants to act like 
military cadets. 
Both administrations failed miserably this year 
by not meeting the needs of students and not 
trusting students to act maturely and responsibly. 
While it is too late to schedule a Springfest this 
year, we hope the administrations will recover 
from their paranoia next year and give students the 
end-of-the-year party they deserve. 
Notes from the war zone 
In Bowling Green bars, war isn't  hell — weekends are 
by Ochoa McCord  
AsTheBG News' official war 
correspondent, I have found my- 
self with a lot of time on my 
hands lately. All the fighting is 
much too far away, and my 
editor has so far refused my 
requests for funds to fly to Af- 
ghanistan, Nicaragua or Kam- 
puchea. 
I don't know how they expect 
me to cover these wars if I'm 
here in Boiling Groin, Ohio. 
Slowly decaying in this all-too- 
peaceful town, I was recently 
lifted out of my doldrums by my 
dangerous friend Alex. 
He informed me that actually 
a nice war is brewed up every 
weekend in this fair city, and he 
would gladly be my guide. So 
with   notebook   in   hand  and 
Blenty of money, we went off to 
loward's. 
Entering after midnight, we 
pushed our way to the back to 
near the band, Bob and the Luft- 
waffe. I drank cheap beer while 
Alex sucked on a rum and pa- 
paya. No weapons could be seen 
in the crowd, but the scene was 
definitely twisted, ripe for vio- 
lence. 
I spotted our dwarf contact, 
Ino, and procured some high- 
powered Clinch, a derivative of 
snake venom that "clears the 
mind" and activates dormant 
reptilian functions in the brain. 
This gave us much better night 
vision to cover the scene, which 
I needed to take notes in this 
dark hell-hole. Alex took some 
just on general principles. 
The crowd was a strange mix 
of bikers, burnouts, college stu- 
dents of various types and oth- 
The facts of life can 
be hard to face 
by Bruce Edwards  
The other night I called our 
oldest son (we nave three) into 
the living room for a man-to- 
man talk. (Luckily for me, nei- 
ther the Supreme Court, the 
ACLU, NOW, nor any of the 
other acronyms so protective of 
our civil rights was around to 
demand that my wife and our 9- 
year-old daughter be invited to 
the meeting.) 
Even though Matthew is only 
12,1 thought it was time that he 
learned the facts of life from his 
father. 
Matthew strode into the room 
somewhat giddy, fully aware of 
what he was in for. He had a 
kind of buoyant expectation 
about him, like a homerun hitter 
who knew he was going to get a 
3-0 fastball down the middle. 
"Son," I said, clearing my 
throat, "it's a rough world out 
He sort of shuffled his feet. I 
could tell he felt the momentous- 
ness of the occasion, or had to go 
to the bathroom. 
"What I have to tell you isn't 
going to be easy, but you're old 
enough to know." I had to speak 
quickly or I'd lose him. 
"I have something very diffi- 
cult to explain, something vou 
probably haven't heard before 
now, but you need to know." 
"Come on, daddy," Matthew 
enjoined. "My friends are wait- 
ing outside for me. What is it?" 
He still calls me "daddy" some- 
times, and I like that. 
"Well, Matt, it's like this. See, 
'If you don't want to make people 
uncomfortable, your faith has to be kept 
in the closet.' 
you guys, the three of you, you 
and your two brothers, well, 
you're all boys." 
"Yeah, so what?" He began 
looking out the window. 
"Well, see, er, you're going to 
grow up to be men." 
"I hope so, Dad. Well, is that 
about it?" Matthew groaned. 
When he calls me "dad," he's 
losing patience. 
"No, there's more. You're 
going to be men and that means 
that you're going to mistrust 
women, deprive them of being 
all they can be, displace them in 
jobs, vocations and positions of 
authority that are rightly theirs, 
and generally make their lives 
miserable." 
"What are you talking 
about?" I had his full attention 
now. 
"It's inevitable. It's part of 
being the male species, son. It's 
in the blood." 
"Does Mommy know about 
this?" He was becoming sol- 
emn. 
"There's another problem, 
too. See, not only are vou boys 
going to grow up to be men; 
since we've tried to raise you in 
a Christian home, you'll proba- 
bly have Christian values." 
"And that's bad?" 
"Well, yes, er, no. See, when 
you go to college, you'll have to 
learn that things aren't that 
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simple - that, well, everybody's 
got their own values. If you don't 
want to make people uncomfort- 
able, your faith has to be kept in 
the closet." 
"How could 'loving your 
neighbor as yourself' make any- 
body uncomfortable'? That 
means treat everybody as your 
equal." 
"Trust me on this. Some peo- 
ple are more equal than others." 
"Well, I have to go now. Dad." 
He had been waiting for the 
"good parts" his friends had 
told him about and it was now 
clear to him that he wasn't going 
to hear them today. 
"One more thing. Not only are 
you destined to be males, and 
Christian, you're also, well, Cau- 
casian." 
"Caucasian? What's that?" 
"You're white. Not red. Not 
black. Not orange. Not yellow." 
"So what? You taught us not 
to iudge anyone because of their 
color or the way they talk or how 
they dress. Stuff like that." 
"Well, you see, white people 
are inherently racist. It's part of 
who we are. 
"Dad, you're not making 
sense. Why would anybody auto- 
matically think that because I'm 
white or a Christian or a boy that 
I will hate black people or girls 
or people who don't think exact- 
ly uke us?" 
I droned on about the centu- 
ries upon centuries of repression 
and deprivation and distress 
perpetrated by us. 
"But, Dad, I didn't do any of 
those things." He was visibly 
upset by now. 
"Oh, no sense in denying it. 
we're responsible, plain and 
simple. We didn't personally do 
it. of course, but representatives 
of our gender, race and tribe 
did. So we have to bear the 
burden. It's the twentieth-cen- 
tury version of original sin." 
He wasn't buying it. 
"But that's no fairer than me 
disliking people because they're 
Jewish or speak Spanish." 
His voice trailed off as he met 
the waiting entourage of other 
congenital, 12-year-old chauvin- 
ists. 
"That's not fair, Dad. It just 
isn't fair." 
No it's not. 
Edwards is assistant profes- 
sor of English at the University. 
era. They intermingled freely, 
but some territorial lines were 
drawn. 
Generally, the darker areas 
were reserved for the more 
criminal-minded, while the bar 
was for the heavy drinkers. The 
pool tables had their regulars, 
along with a drunk, bored audi- 
ence. There was little room to 
maneuver in, and we had to push 
through the crowd to get any- 
where. 
Around 12:30 a beer bottle 
flew. It shattered harmlessly on 
the wall, flung high overhead. 
The management had hired 
very large men to walk the floor, 
roving bouncers and clean-up 
people. One was my old buddy 
Big Ed. He had spotted the In- 
terpol agent trailing us, and 
tipped us off. 
Luckily the French cop was 
wearing a suit and tie, which in 
here was dressing up as Bozo the 
Clown for a funeral. Alex and I 
easily avoided him as we 
watched Big Ed go after the 
bottle thrower. For such a brute 
he had good aim and easily 
tossed the troublemaker out on 
the street. 
The mood became more weird 
around 1 a.m. Some lame geek, 
obviously drunk, started snout- 
ins, "I am boneless!" Curious, 
Alex and I went to investigate. 
We had to leap over huge pools 
of vomit that dotted the floor and 
passed a fat woman on the floor 
sprawled out singing. "I am the 
world, I am the children." We 
never did find Mr. Boneless. 
The drunken weak don't last 
long here; they're easy targets 
to get rolled and stomped. In- 
stead we found another table 
and sat back to observe further. 
Hopeless yuppies surrounded 
us, vainly trying to look cool. 
Fat pickins for the local bikers. I 
thought. Ah, what's a few teeth 
anyway? 
The band was good tonight. 
Bob and the Luftwaffe is BG's 
premiere Fascist Rock band. 
Their version of "Gonna Blitz- 
krieg All Night Long" really got 
the crowd going. 
From our vantage point we 
could see the door, where Big Ed 
was now checking IDs. The 
bloodstains on his shirt intim- 
idated the customers and kept 
them in line. 
Rum and papaya is an evil 
mixture, especially with Ginch. 
By now Alex was totally amok 
and grabbing the nearest person 
to explain how important it was 
for him to attach solid fuel 
rocket boosters on his car. 
"I gotta drag with the high- 
way patrol," he kept saying. A 
sick mind under a heavy influ- 
ence of powerful chemicals. 
Only the weird die young, I 
suppose. 
As closing time approached, 
the crowd became bellicose Be- 
side the video games, a couple 
was arguing savagely about 
which one to play, "Stomp the 
Bug" or "Drivin' Drunk." A big 
slick of blood seeping out of the 
men's room created more ten- 
sion, as it deterred the relief of 
bodily fluids. 
Many aggressive men and 
women were frantic as they 
tried to find a partner for their 
nightly sex-fix. Again, Ginch 
rescued us by giving our faces a 
jurassic-green tint. The band 
quit but the crowd wouldn't let 
them leave. 
'Tour more songs, four more 
songs..." they chanted. Big Ed 
ana the other bouncers had to 
charge the crowd, just like they 
do in South Africa. 
At 2 a.m. the bouncers rushed 
around flipping the tables over, 
occupied or not. The exodus was 
quick, the cold night air stung. 
Without too much trouble, we 
found the Firebird and rocketed 
away, leaving BG's own little 
piece of the war. 
McCord is a senior physics 
major from Pullman, Wash. 
'a*naao*it/4)*M— 
Letters 
Exaggeration 
part of satire 
Since there seem to be a lot of 
people out there who dislike 
Mary Menuez and, more specif- 
ically, her style of writing, it's 
about time someone speak up in 
favor of her. 
I enjoyed her columns on 
freshmen and RAs. Every year 
someone writes an article tear- 
ing apart the freshman animal. 
It's kind of a rite of spring. 
Finally, someone took the torch 
to the RAs. 
In two years of dorm life, I've 
yet to figure out what exactly it 
is that an RA is supposed to do 
aside from enforcing silly rules. 
Last spring my RA decided that 
bouncing a basketball in the 
hallway, even once, could signal 
the downfall of society as we 
know it, so he handed out warn- 
ings and fines by the handful. 
And every time I go to consult 
with one (both times, I learned 
my lesson) I have gotten fairly 
useless advice. 
As with most humorous writ- 
ers, Mary stretches the truth a 
little to maximize the laughs, 
(look at Craig Hergert; helost 
touch with reality a long time 
before he wrote that "Indian's 
thing") but it just doesn't work 
unless her material is rooted in 
fact. And one more thing, why 
can't anyone take a joke any- 
more? 
G.T. Herrick 
910 Offeuhauer East 
Abolish USG 
The recent decision of the USG 
Board of Appeals and opinions 
regarding the eligibility of Chris 
Helmick and Chuck King is a 
good argument to abolish USG 
altogether. 
The purpose of USG is to pro- 
tect the interest of undergrad- 
uate students. In this case, Mr. 
Helmick and Mr. King went to 
the faculty adviser to ask the 
procedure in splitting a ticket. 
The adviser was specifically 
asked whether or not a new 
nominating petition was needed. 
He stated it was not. 
Based on the information from 
the adviser, they went ahead 
with their campaign. After the 
petition deadline, they were in- 
formed they needed a new peti- 
tion. 
The Board of Appeals and 
opinions stayed to the letter of 
the law despite the great argu- 
ments of the candidates. 
The matter was then taken to 
the USG President, Kelly Mc- 
Coy, who lacked the courage to 
stand up for justice. If this is the 
type of leadership USG is foster- 
ing, maybe it's time to abolish 
If justice at any level is intol- 
erable, is it any wonder why so 
few students even bother to 
vote? After all, if USG can't 
protect two students, how can 
they protect the rest of us? 
Michael D. Valan 
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New USG officers sworn in 
McCoy says past year was successful 'building block' 
by Linda Hoy 
staff reporter 
The new president and vice 
president of the Undergraduate 
Student Government were 
sworn in at last night's USG 
meeting along with nine new at- 
large representatives. 
President David Robinson and 
Vice President Jim Perry offi- 
cially assumed their positions 
from former President Kelly 
McCoy and Vice President Jeff 
Slater. 
In reviewing the past year, 
McCoy said that too much em 
phasis was placed on negative 
occurrences which took place in 
USG. 
"I think that this year, stu- 
dents at large and the press 
focused too much on the mis- 
takes that were made (in USG), 
always waiting for the next mis- 
take," she said. 
McCoy said the year was suc- 
cessful and was "a building 
block in the ongoing process of 
USG." 
In other business, a resolution 
was brought up encouragingthe 
Elementary   Education   Pro- 
gram to establish and distribute 
written standards for taking, 
passing and appealing a gram- 
mar, spelling and writing test 
required of elementary educa- 
tion majors. 
The test is given three times 
during the year, and each time a 
significant number of people do 
not pass it, said Kelly McCon- 
naughy, a sponsor of the resolu- 
tion and chairman of the USG 
Academic Affairs Committee. 
McConnaughy said that confu- 
sion exists over what is the next 
step a student should take if he 
fails the test. 
The resolution suggests that 
students receive copies of writ- 
ten standards for taking the 
exam. 
A vote could not be taken on 
the resolution due to insufficient 
attendance at the meeting. 
The resolution has the support 
of the USG Academic Affairs 
Committee and will be mailed to 
Robert Oana, chairman of edu- 
cational curriculum and instruc- 
tion, and Benita Chambers, 
program coordinator for el- 
ementary education, McCon- 
naughy said. 
Waldheim 
O Continued from page 1. 
from the German Army after suffering a 
war wound on the Russian front in 1941. He 
now acknowledges that he spent the remain- 
der of the war as an intelligence officer in 
the Balkans, where thousands of Jews and 
others were executed or dispatched to con- 
centration camps. 
At a briefing, a Justice Department offi- 
cial, speaking on condition that he not be 
identified, said evidence shows that: 
, . As a lieutenant in mid-1942 in West 
Bosnia, a region of Yugoslavia, Waldheim 
assisted in "a notoriously brutal campaign 
by the Nazis" in which partisans as well as 
civilians were "routinely shot on the spot." 
Thousands of prisoners were turned over the 
Nazi SS for slave labor and 220 Jews were 
sent to concentration camps while Wald- 
heim was serving in the town where the 
roundup occurred. 
Waldheim was a quartermaster's assis- 
tant and was responsible for processing 
civilian prisoners, determining which ones 
were deported to concentration camps or 
selected for execution. As a result of his 
activities, he was awarded a high decora- 
tion, the silver medal of the crown of the 
King Zvonimir with oak leaves, for distin- 
guished service under enemy fire. 
THERE WERE "inconsistencies" in 
Waldheim's explanations in the past year of 
his wartime activities in West Bosnia. At 
first Waldheim said he was "miles away" 
from the Kozara mountain region where the 
Yugoslav reprisals occurred, subsequently 
changed that to saying he was in the vicinity 
and finally that he was "there, but merely a 
quartermaster," the Justice Department 
official said. 
NOW THAT YC3TRE 
GRADUATING 
SHOW SOME CLASS 
Impress potential employers with your good taste. 
Kinko's has High Quality Resume Paper in a wide 
assortment of colors and textures, at prices that 
appeal to your good business sense. 
Don't Forget Your Matching Envelopes! 
kinko's 
Great copies. Great people. 
113 Railroad St. 
(behind Dexter s) 
354-3977 
TUESDAY: LADIES NIGHT 
ALL MALE FANTASY REVUE 
"W featuring * 
'LORDS OF BURLESQUE" 
DOORS OPEN   SHOWTIME      COVER 
7:30 8:00 $2.00 
MEN IN AT 9:30 — LADIES FREE 
THURSDAY: "WFAL NIGHT" 
* COLLEGE I.D. NIGHT 
* DOORS OPEN AT 8:00 
*  A DRIVE FOR LIFE PARTICIPANT 
EXCLUSIVELY 
FOR YOU!! 
MR. DOUGLAS PASELK & HIS HAIR ARTISTS 
OF THE 
JC Penney Styling Salon 
at Woodland Mall 
Proudly Welcomes: 
Students, Faculty & Staff 
of 
Bowling Green State University 
Show your Student ID & Receive 
*2.°° off Full Service Haircut 
<5.°° off Any Color 
or Permanent Wave 
PLUS 
FREE 
Hair Consultation With Every Visit 
Check out the New 
CAMPOS COTS 
for Summer! 
N€YUS B EMITIM 
Opening May 2 
call now for appointment 
354-0940" 354-1077 ext.205 
Appointments Not Always Necessary 
r*!r.\        OFFER VALID   INDEFINITELY »NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER SPECIAL 
NAACP group 
at 'standstill' 
Sanctioning possible this summer 
by John Meola 
staff reporter 
The new NAACP chapter 
being formed at the Univer- 
sity is at a "standstill," 
according to group organizer 
Karen Cornwell. 
The national administra- 
tion of the National Associa- 
tion for the Advancement of 
Colored People will decide 
this summer if the Universi- 
ty's chapter will be sanc- 
tioned. 
Currently, the group has 45 
members. Cornwell said that 
she will try to attract more 
members through an ad being 
placed in the upcoming issue 
of The Obsidian. 
The group is in its organiza- 
tional stages now. Cornwell 
hopes that by next fall the 
group will be a sanctioned 
chapter and be able to elect 
officers. 
According to Cornwell, the 
objective of the group is to 
keep minority students at the 
University. 
A big problem for the group 
is lack of funds. 
Since its inception in Feb- 
ruary, it has not had an ad- 
equate amount of money to 
operate. Cornwell has asked 
people on campus to help 
support the group. 
"I hate going back to these 
same people asking them for 
money," Cornwell said. 
Cornwell added she learned 
a great deal from her experi- 
ence in assembling the group. 
I learned about the power of 
networking and business 
skills. I also learned where to 
get money, so the next time 
we will know," she said. 
Cornwell believes the fu- 
ture of an NAACP chapter at 
the University looks positive. 
"We can do nothing but go 
forward," she said. 
STUOfHT TMNNNC WttTt 0»UU COUiCT KM Ftfl itOCMUrH 
GtOOf IATIS »VAIUUI 
SKYDIVING 
Onitari Saart 
114-541 4511 
1 5144  O.Y. U. 
Gamnt»«t. 04* 44111 
NEWL00KTH1S 
SPRING! 
OREDKEN 
*$* 
prodicti avallabk 
M:30 Moa.-Stt. 
M Tkuvfif. 
eipire* 3-12-87 
CLIP& 
SAVE! 
BRING IN 
THIS AD 
AND 
RECEIVE 
A HAIRCUT 
FOR JUST 
$6.00 
OR 
30% OFF 
PERMS 
L,arouAet 
USeautu 
FULL-SERVICE 
^alon 
140 E. Wooster 
352-0800 
White Lustrium Rings 
ON SALE! 
JOSTENS 
AMERICA       S       COLLEGE        KING' 
Date: 4/27 & 4/28 
Time: 10 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
Place: University Bookstore 
Student Services Bldg 
Up to «0 off on any Gold Ring 
as  
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Two men charged with assault 
by Jared O. Wadley 
staff reporter 
Two males from Toledo 
were incarcerated in the 
Wood County Jail Sunday at 
1:44 a.m. after they were 
charged with several counts 
including assault and disor- 
derly conduct. 
Scott Houston and Robert 
Jones were two of three 
males apprehended by cam- Q police  with assistance 
city police. 
Lt. David Weekly of the 
Department of Public Safety 
said the suspects allegedly 
were assaulting four Univer- 
sity visitors in Kohl Hall. The 
assailants fled upon seeing 
the officers. 
Campus officers called city 
police for assistance, Weekly 
said. 
Houston was apprehended 
by city police near the aban- 
doned Great Scot food store in 
the Stadium Plaza shopping 
center, 1616 E. Wooster. 
Weekly said Houston injured 
an officer while resisting ar- 
rest. 
Jones was apprehended by 
campus police at Rodgers Quadrangle, Weekly said. 
Jones also resisted arrest, 
injuring an officer. The third 
suspect escaped. 
Houston and Jones were 
taken to Wood County Hospi- 
tal where they were treated 
and released. They were then 
transported to the Wood 
County Jail. 
Yesterday, the suspects ap- 
peared in Bowling Green Mu- 
nicipal Court. 
Houston entered a not 
guilty plea and will attend a 
Bretrial conference May 13. 
louston, who was charged on 
four counts, including disor- 
derly conduct with per- 
sistence, was released on his 
own recognizance with the 
stipulation that he not return 
to the campus, nor receive 
any other criminal charges. 
Jones's trial will be contin- 
ued May 4 for an initial ap- 
pearance with his attorney. 
His bond, which has not been 
posted, was set at $400 cash. 
Blotter 
. 1 Campus police retrieved a 
$3,500 IBM computer and 
software Saturday at 9:28 p.m. 
Tlie police received an anony- 
mous phone call from a person 
saying he was going to return 
the "borrowed" items to Doyt L. 
Perry Stadium because he was 
going to graduate. Police lo- 
cated the items which had been 
stolen in 1965. 
0 Assault charges were filed 
against a University student re- 
siding in Founders Quadrangle 
Sunday at 12:54 a.m. It was 
reported that the male allegedly 
grabbed, struck and kicked his 
girlfriend in the presence of 
witnesses. The male has not 
been served a warrant. 
: A DiBenedetto's Sub-Me- Quick delivery person was as- 
saulted Friday at 5:07 p.m. 
while giving an order to a pa- 
tron. She reported that a black 
male about 5-foot-10-inches 
came up to her, grabbed her 
arm and demanded that she 
move her car. She broke away 
and the assailant turned and fled 
in a green car. 
D A Phi Beta Sigma Frater- 
nity member reported that a 
rock was thrown through his 
window Sunday at 3 a.m. Plant 
Operations and Maintenance 
was notified to repair the win- 
dow. 
DA University student was 
referred to the Office of Stan- 
dards and Procedures for disci- 
plinary action Sunday at 10:07 
p.m. for theft of coupon books. 
The suspect told police he had 
found the coupon books, but 
later admitted he had stolen 
them. The victim, who will be 
compensated $60, did not file 
charges against him. 
A Toledo man told city police 
at 5 a.m. Sunday that he and a 
friend had been assaulted at the 
corner of Main and Court 
streets. 
The man said he and his friend 
were walking at the corner when 
a small car, possibly a Chevrolet 
Citation, with four males in it 
had pulled up next to them. One 
of the males got out and began 
chasing the victim, but the vic- 
tim's friend got away. The as- 
sailant struck the victim once on 
the head, knocking off his eyeg- 
lasses. 
D An unidentified person stole 
an undetermined amount of 
money from a pizza delivery car 
at 724 Sixth St. at 11:51 p.m. 
Saturday, police said. The pizza 
driver told police that the person 
was wearing blue jeans and a 
denim jacket and had blond 
hair. The suspect fled on foot. 
D A video camera-recorder 
outfit and tuner were reported 
stolen from a party Sunday at 
8:15p.m. police said. The owner 
of the equipment, which was 
valued at $2,000, said her son 
had taken it to the party and it 
was stolen while he was arguing 
with other people at the party. 
O A Bowling Green man liv- 
ing in the 100 block of Button- 
wood Ave. told police Saturday 
afternoon that his son had found 
a holstered starter's pistol in the 
yard between his house and the 
driveway of the city school ad- 
ministration building. 
D Police received a report 
Saturday afternoon of a person 
in a gray Volkswagen convert- 
ible driving in the 400 block of 
East Wooster Street, spraying 
passerbys with what appeared 
to be a fire extinguisher. The 
car's license number was 
checked by police and found to 
be registered with a Chevrolet 
owned by a Bay Village man. Q A Bowling Green man was 
S"aced in Wood County Jail on 
,500 bond after a city police 
officer attempted to cite him for 
urinating in the parking lot at 
Howard's Club H, 210 N. Main 
St., at 1:08 a.m. Sunday. 
Gregory Shetzer, 24, 131 Ada 
Ave., was asked by the officer to 
sign his citation and instead 
wrote an obscenity in the space 
for his signature. He uttered 
obscenities at the officer and 
was arrested. 
Graduating? Need a Job? 
employment services 
• Professional resume composition • Job search guidance 
194 S. Main St. B.C. (Adjacent to Mini Mall) 352-0935 
ATTENTION 
RISING SOPHOMORES AND CONTINUING FRESHMEN 
WHO ARE CHANGING HALLS FOR FALL SEMESTER: 
D»t§?RKget 
TO TURN IN YOUR 
HOUSING REQUEST FORMS 
AT 
THE ON-CAMPUS HOUSING OFFICE 
440 STUDENT SERVICES 
DEADLINE: MAY 1,1987 
Request forms available at your main desk 
LOOK NO FURTHER!! 
We have your apartment 
for summer & fall 
707 Sixth St. 
818 Seventh St. 
• Two bedroom apts., furnished 
• Landlord pays gas heat, water and sewage 
• Tenant pays electric 
Prefered Properties Co. 
835 High St. 352-9378 
All residents will be granted mem- 
berships to the Health Spa. The 
facility features Hydro Spa Whirl- 
pool. Shower Massoge. Indoor 
Heated Pool. Metos Souno. Com- 
plete Exercise facilities and Equip- 
ment. 
4 students arrested 
in local drug bust 
A Saturday-afternoon police 
raid on a house at 410 Ridge St. 
resulted in the arrest of five 
people on drug-related charges, 
city police said. 
Police searched the house af- 
ter receiving an anonymous 
telephone tip that there was a 
supply of cocaine and marijuana 
there. 
Arrested were John Bokar, 24, 
Stephen Iwanicki, 22. and Kyle 
Campbell, 21, all of whom live at 
the house. Also arrested were 
John Salerno, 21, of 326 Leroy 
Ave., and James Trask, 23, of 
Perrysburg. 
All except Trask are listed as 
students in the University direc- 
tory. 
Bokar and Iwanicki were each 
charged with a felony count of 
possession of cocaine and Camp- 
bell was charged with posses- 
sion of LSD, a misdemeanor. All 
three were placed in Wood 
County Jail. 
Salerno and Trask were each 
charged with possession of mar- 
ijuana, a minor misdemeanor, 
and released on their own recog- 
nizance. 
Police said they confiscated 
"a substantial quantity" of co- 
caine and marijuana and $225 in 
cash, and recovered some stereo 
equipment which had been re- 
ported stolen from the Univer- 
sity two years ago. 
More charges are pending 
against Bokar and Iwanicki, po- 
lice said. 
Weekend fire 
damages home 
A fire caused moderate dam- 
age to a home at 559 Sand Ridge 
Road yesterday morning, city 
firefighters said. 
The house, occupied by Bill 
Reyome, suffered moderate 
damage to the kitchen and bath- 
room, and the rest of the house 
was damaged by smoke, fire- 
fighters said. 
Firefighters responded to the 
alarm at 10:03 a.m. yesterday 
after Reyome returned home to 
find the house full of smoke. 
Firefighters extinguished fires 
in the kitchen and bathroom and 
ventilated the house. 
Firefighters believe the fire 
started when some heat-resis- 
tant tape wrapped around a 
plastic pipe found near the fire's 
origin overheated. 
No damage estimate was 
available. 
Smoke forces 
hall evacuation 
Chapman Hall residents were 
evacuated three times Friday 
when smoke backed up in the 
incinerator room at 8:26 a.m. 
An aerosol can thrown into the 
incinerator caused the smoke 
dectors to activate three times, 
according to Chapman Hall di- 
rector Augie Galvan. 
Jack Gonyer, Bowling Green 
fire chief, said the fire depart- 
ment responded and remained 
on the scene for about 20 min- 
utes. 
But one resident said there 
was another alarm Thursday. 
Laura Boone, sophomore mar- 
keting major, said the smoke 
alarms were activated, but resi- 
dence advisors took care of the 
problem before everyone was 
evacuated. 
She also  said she  smelled 
smoke on the third floor Thurs- 
day. 
Galvan said the incidents 
were unrelated. He said there 
were two fire alarm incidents in 
which smoke detectors did acti- 
vate. 
He said the source of that 
alarm may have been from ciga- 
rette smoke. Galvan added that 
the problem was resolved that 
day. 
Kathy Pfeil, sophomore busi- 
ness major, said residents were 
outside five minutes Thursday 
when they were permitted to re- 
enter the building. 
Yet, another resident, Jolie 
Guchemand, a freshman musi- 
cal theater major, said when she 
returned, she smelled smoke. 
No damages were reported. 
HAIR REPAIR 
PERM HAIRCUT 
SPECIAL SPECIAL 
$, r     no J   shampoo 
(regular $10) 
-
$25on 
short 
hair 
Coupon must be presented ( 8? ) 
352-2566 YeDw^rjehWT.coBdi 
Co-op Corner 
Mariners Inn. Hilton Head, S.C. is 
looking   for   Recreation,   Hosp 
Mgmt,  Bus,  IPCO students  to 
work in various dept's at their 
property. Must be able to make a 
6 month commitment. Excellent 
learning opportunity! 20 positions 
still available. Students with WSl 
are highly encouraged to apply. 
Presentation    by    Northwestern 
Mutual Life Insurance Company 
for College Agent position for 
summer on Thursday, April 30 at 
2:00 PM In me Co-op Office, 
238 Admin Bldg. 
Did you know you can receive 
University recognition  for your 
academically related work experi- 
ence? Call or stop by the Co-op 
Office,  238 Admin  Bldg., 372- 
2451 
All students planning to go on a 
co-op assignment this summer or 
next fall must attend a mandatory 
exit session on Monday, April 27, 
3:00 PM or Wednesday,  April 
29, 7:00 PM In the Ohio Suite- 
State Room. 
For more Information, contact 
the Co-op office 238 Ad. Bldg., or call 372-2451 
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Levy to aid Mental Health Board 
by Jeff Hohler 
staff reporter 
For the Wood County Mental 
Health Board, a special election 
In Wood County on May S could 
mean the difference between 
Saining or losing 36 percent of 
leir operating funds. 
The election, held on a pri- 
mary-election date, will include 
a 0.6 mill renewal levy that 
would give the County Mental 
Health Board $461,000. If re- 
newed, it would be effective for 
the next five years. 
"We would like to stress that 
the renewal will not increase 
taxes," said Sandra Neumann, 
executive assistant to the board. 
"The levy is an assurance of 
continuation of existing funds 
necessary to continue services." 
If renewed, the levy would 
cost taxpayers $3.46 for every 
! 10,000 of taxation value. And it, 
or example, a person owned 
property valued at $40,000 the 
levy would cost $4.84 in taxes. 
"I don't think it's too much to 
ask for people to pay a little over 
one cent a day for all the serv- 
ices we provide," Neumann 
said. 
SHE SAID one important rea- 
son the board needs the money 
from the levy is the recent in- 
crease in the county population. 
"We have experienced one of 
the largest growth rates in 
Ohio," Neumann said. "A recent 
20 percent population increase 
translates into 17,650 more peo- 
ple, many of whom will utilize 
our services." 
The Mental Health Board of- 
fers drug and alcoholism help 
through the Wood County Coun- 
cil on Alcoholism and Drug 
Abuse. It runs the Children's 
Resource Center and performs 
adult outpatient and residential 
services. Family Services of 
Wood County provides a mar- 
riage counseling service, and 
the board also operates The 
Link, a 24-hour crisis interven- 
tion service. 
The board also finances the 
Family and Child Abuse Preven- 
tion Center which, instead of 
working with clients directly, 
trains others to perform the 
counseling. 
Farming  
D Continued from page 1. 
"THE EXPORT demand for our goods 
has fallen tremendously. The strong dollar 
and the Soviet grain embargo have created 
the image of the U.S. as an unreliable 
supplier, Miller said. "This encouraged 
other countries to expand their production 
and exports." 
Countries such as Brazil, Argentina, India 
and China have gone from net importers to 
successful exporters, Miller said. Thev have 
been aided by U.S. technology and bank 
loans, a lower standard of living and lower 
production costs. 
So while Wood County's farmers have 
witnessed three successive years of high 
S'elds, much of their grain has never seen 
e market and remains in government 
hands. In fact, Bowman said the govern- 
ment currently controls one-third of all U.S. 
grain. 
The government has played a crucial role 
in the nation's agriculture industry for 
many years, beginning in the dust-bowl era 
of the Depression. The latest government 
plan to aid farmers, the 1985 Farm Act, pays 
farmers "deficiency payments" to leave a 
certain portion of their land idle. 
While many critics say the measure is 
simply welfare for fanners, Miller said that 
without such programs many more farmers 
would have called it quits by now. 
Illegal Dumping  
□ Continued from page 1. 
for intentional hazardous waste 
violations and would be used to 
determine which violations pose 
an immediate threat to public 
health and safety, Celebrezze 
said. 
The bill would also affect 
waste haulers from other states 
because part of the problems 
stemmed from waste haulers 
who come from Michigan and 
pass through the area on 1-75, 
Celebrezze said. 
"Toledo, like other industrial 
centers in the state, has had its 
share of problems,   he said. 
Tony Pizza, Lucas County 
prosecutor, said there are no 
such cases currently being in- 
vestigated in the Toledo area. 
UNDER CURRENT law, the 
attorney general can only pros- 
ecute the hazardous waste viola- 
tions; but if the bill passes, all 
criminal activity involved would 
also be considered for prosecu- 
tion in the case, he said. 
Citizens   seeing   something 
"I think we've hit the 
bottom already. In the next 
few years the situation will 
gradually get better." 
— Jim Witker, farmer 
JONATHAN HAYNES, Wood County's 
executive director of the Agriculture Stabili- 
zation and Conservation Service, a local 
office under the direction of the U.S. Depart- 
ment of Agriculture, said the program is 
"kind of like an insurance policy for farm- 
ers," making sure the country does not lose 
any more of its food producers. He said most 
farmers with whom his office deals take 
advantage of the program. 
One local farmer, Jim Witker of Pember- 
ville, said he left 110 of his 800 acres idle last 
year to receive the deficiency payments. 
"Every major industry, whether it's the 
auto or steel industry, gets unemployment 
checks. This is done so that there will 
always be a supply of labor when demand 
for goods goes Dack up," he said. "But 
everybody's looking for a simple solution, 
and there just isn't one in this case." 
Bowman said a problem with government 
programs is their inconsistency. 
"We've had government programs since 
the 1930s. We're currently at 1952 prices. 
That kind of tells you something about 
government programs-no matter whose 
administration it Is," he said."The problem 
is that we don't have a set plan for agricul- 
ture. That's because every new administra- 
tion has its own plan." 
THE UNITED States has lost more than 
150,000 farms over the last few years, while 
Ohio has lost over 1,000 farms. Most of the 
farms have been been repurchased by other 
farmers or businesses, but it is clear that 
most farmers are experiencing financial 
problems - government programs or not. 
"The number of farmers having financial 
problems is not a small percentage," Miller 
said. "The ones that don't survive are a 
relatively small percentage." 
Neither fanners nor the agents who assist 
them are quite sure when America's agri- 
culture industry will pull out of its slump. 
But Witker believes the worst is over. 
"I think we've hit the bottom already. In 
the next few years the situation will grad- 
ually get better." 
County Cooperative Extension Services 
director Tom Hopkins said agriculture in 
the United States will become profitable 
again - "It's just a question of when." That 
could easily be another three to five years, 
he said. 
Weekend  
D Continued from page 1. 
night. The party had broken up 
by 12:15 a.m. Saturday. 
However, there was a report 
from a city resident of people 
throwing cans at passing a train 
near Pute Street Saturday af- 
ternoon. 
"I'd like to think we had adult, 
responsible behavior on the part 
of the students," Votava said, 
"and those who weren't adult 
and responsible would have re- 
alized we were out in force." 
BOTH CITY and campus po- 
lice had scheduled several hours 
of overtime to provide added 
patrols during the party hours. 
Weekly said that all seven cam- 
pus officers on patrol over the 
weekend were continuously 
busy. 
"As soon as one call was 
cleared, another one was re- 
ported." he said. 
Weekly   also   credited   the 
weekend's windy weather with 
the decrease in the number of- 
violations reported. 
"If It (the weekend tempera- 
ture) was 10 degrees warmer, 
there would have been more 
incidents reported," he said. 
City police were called in to 
assist campus police in the ap- 
?rehension of Scott Houston of 
oledo. Houston was charged 
with four offenses including as- 
sault and disorderly conduct 
with persistence. 
Although Votava said he was 
"glad it's over with," city police 
anticipate a number of parties 
the weekend before final exams. 
Police will prepare for the com- 
ing weekend based on the condi- 
tions they encountered over the 
weekend, Votava said. 
which appears to be illegal 
dumping are asked to contact a 
criminal investigation team by 
calling 1-800-282-3784 so the pro- 
fessionals can look into the po- 
tential problem, he said. 
But it is best when citizens do 
not get involved directly "be- 
cause these people (doing the 
illegal dumping) are not very 
nice people,   Celebrezze said. 
To cut down on time spent in 
gathering information and to 
speed cleanup and the determin- 
ing of responsibility, the bill 
would grant subpoena powers to 
the attorney general, prosecut- 
ing attorney or city law director, 
Celebrezze said. 
The attorney general's office 
is currently investigating 10 to 
15 cases involving hazardous 
materials to see if there is evi- 
dence of criminal activity, Ce- 
lebrezze said. 
In one of these cases an orga- 
nization is refusing to cease con- 
tamination of a stream into 
which toxic wastes are seeping 
because they are knowingly al- 
lowing their hazardous waste 
ponds to overflow, he said. 
The   legislation   would   also 
Sant prosecuting authority to 
e attorney general when 
needed to assist local prosecu- 
tors, which Pizza said would 
give local authorities "more 
tools and more clout to solve a 
particular problem." 
Celebrezze said illegal dump- 
ing of hazardous wastes is often 
accompanied by other criminal 
activity such as perjury, intim- 
idating witnesses or destroying 
evidence. 
Currently, evidence can only 
be gathered during grand jury 
proceedings, Celebrezze said. 
The bill should be supported 
by the business community be- 
cause it will provide somewhat 
of a guarantee to those produc- 
ing the wastes that they will be 
disposed of properly, Celebrezze 
said. 
He added that if a hauler of 
fers to take the waste for an 
unusually low price, the busi- 
ness should call the 800 number 
to have the disposal operation 
checked for its legitimacy, be- 
cause the waste generator could 
be held accountable for a share 
of the cost of the cleanup if the 
waste was dumped illegally. 
The bill will be introduced to 
the senate this week. 
THE &$ JC Penney 
OPENING 
Saturday May 2,1987 
HOURS 10-5 
Woodland Mall 
1234 N. Main St. 
Bowling Green 
Hurry! Availability Limited! 
Preferred Properties Co. 
835 High St. - Rental Office      Phone: 352-9378 
Available for fall rentals: 
Pledmont-8* & High St.   650 Sixth St.  707 Sixth St.  818 Seventh St. 
Our apartments feature two bedrooms, carpeted, gas heat, laundry 
areas in each building, lots of closet space, V/t baths. 
Cherrywood Health Spa 
AH residents will be granted membership to tho Health Spa. Tho facility features Hydro 
Spa Whirlpool, Shower  Massage,  Indoor Heated  Pool,  Motet  Sauna, 
Complete Exercise facilities and Equipment. 
 Stop In and see our listings for summer rentaltl  
THE COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
IS PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE ITS 
SCHOLARSHIP AND AWARD RECIPIENTS 
KARL E. VOGT AWARD 
OUTSTANDING GRADUATING SENIOR, 1987 
Kay C. Sionebumer 
1987-1988 SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS 
ELIZABETH ANDERSON WILLIAM GEHR MARK MRAVICH 
MARY ANITAS DAVID GRIFFING KNUT NESVOLD 
LUZETTE BELVO DARLA HAINES MICHAEL NIEDZIELSKI 
CAM BERG JENNIFER HALP1N KIMBERLY PRINGLE 
MICHAEL BESANCON JEFFREY HEINFELDT DANIEL REDMOND 
THOMAS BESANCON MICHAEL HOEHN JAMES REDMOND 
JACKLYN BILAS MICHAEL HOFFMAN COLLEEN REIMER 
DEBORAH BITTEL BARBARA HOLUNS MARTHA REPKA 
JUDY BLAKEMAN ERIC HOUSER TRACEY RINE 
ROBERT BLATNICK MICHAEL HOVANEC LORI ROBERTS 
JOHN BOOKMYER KELLY IANNANTUONO DEBORAH ROBINSON 
JENNIFER BOUTELLE KIMBERLY JONES JUUE SCHROEDER 
BRIAN BOWERMAN BRIAN KOHLER SCOTT SKIUAN 
JOAN BRODIE JENNIFER KOLKMAN ANDREW SLUPECKI 
PATRICIA BL'RKLEY BARBARA KOLONICH LORINE STEINBRUNNER 
D'AUN BURSIEK XENOPHON KOUFTEROS GREGORY STELLER 
JENNIFER CALLECOD SUSAN KRUEGER CHRISTINE TALANI 
CHRIS CHALFIN TIMOTHY KUHN BRIAN TIETJE 
KATHLEEN COVERT BARBARA LEGEZA MEUSSA TREIER 
CURT CRAMER DAVID LENHART TIMOTHY WARD 
JULIE DEALEY CATHERINE UNDER JENNIFER WERDER 
AMY DIOTALE ANNE MARIE LONC STUART WILGING 
WILLIAM DOWNING DOUGLAS MASTELLER MARK WILLOUGHBY 
ANTHONY DROCKTON SUSAN MAURER PHYLLIS WINFIELD 
MITCHELL FIUERE SHERRILL MEDER MEUSSA WORKMAN 
NATAUE FLESSEL RHONDA METZGER JANET WRKSHT 
AMY GALUMORE AMIE MOLNAR MARK ZADELL 
ELIZABETH GANOOS USA MORRIS 
CONGRATULATIONS! 
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House debates trade bill; Nakasone to visit 
WASHINGTON (AP) - President 
Reagan said yesterday it's time to stop 
"hemming and hawing" about trade 
problems between the United States 
and Japan and warned he has not ruled 
out imposing additional sanctions 
against Tokyo to resolve trade dis- 
putes. 
While saying he hopes to be able to 
lift sanctions against Japan soon, Rea- 
gan said, "we will do what is necessary 
to see that other nations live up to their 
obligations and trading agreements 
with us." 
Reagan's remarks, in a speech be- 
fore the annual meeting of the U.S. 
Chamber of Commerce, set the stage 
for the opening of debate today in the 
House on a sweeping trade bill, and 
meetings at the White House on Thurs- 
day and Friday with Japanese Prime 
Minister Yasuhiro Nakasone. 
"The final answer to the trade prob- 
lems between America and Japan is 
not more hemming and hawing, not 
more trade sanctions, not more volun- 
tary restraint agreements - though 
these may be needed as steps along the 
way - and certainly not more unful- 
filled agreements,   Reagan said. 
"The answer is genuinely fair and 
open markets on both sides of the 
Pacific," he said. "And the sooner, the 
better." 
REAGAN SAID areas in which Ja- 
pan's markets are more restricted than 
the United States' include semiconduc- 
tors, supercomputers, auto parts, tele- 
communications, construction projects 
and agricultural products. 
Momentum for passage of a trade bill 
has been fueled by America's huge 
trade deficit, which hit a record $166.3 
billion last year, including a $58.6 bil- 
lion imbalance in Japan's favor. 
An amendment sponsored by Rep. 
Richard Gephardt, D-Mo., would force 
countries with large trade surpluses 
with the United States as a result of 
unfair practices to reduce the im- 
balances by 10 percent per year or face 
retaliatory measures such as tariffs 
and import fees. 
On Capitol Hill, House Speaker Jim 
Wright, D-Texas, supporting the Ge- 
phardt amendment, accused Reagan of 
engaging in flights of rhetorical exag- 
geration   on the trade issue. 
Wright said Reagan and Nakasone 
knew months ago that the House would 
be voting on the trade bill this week, 
and Nakasone "deliberately chose to 
come during this week." A final House 
vote on the trade bill is expected Thurs- 
day. 
Gephardt said the vote on his propo- 
sal, expected tomorrow on the second 
day of floor debate on the trade bill, 
"will be close." After testifying before 
the House Rules Committee, which was 
considering ground rules for the trade 
debate, Gephardt told reporters: "We 
have to fight for every vote." 
Protest blockades CIA headquarters 
McLEAN, Va. (AP)-Peace 
demonstrators protesting Rea- 
gan administration policies 
blocked roadways at CIA head- 
quarters yesterday, causing 
rush-hour chaos in this serene 
suburban community and incon- 
veniencing hundreds of com- 
muters. There were, more than 
550 arrests. 
There were no incidents of 
violence in the protest, which 
culminated three days of dem- 
onstrations against American 
policies in Central America and 
southern Africa. 
It was a day that evoked mem- 
ories of the anti-war protests of 
the 1960s, replete with slogan- 
shouting, singing, pamphlet 
passing, placard waving and 
speechmaking by a cross-sec- 
tion of people representing all 
regions, ages and races. 
CIA spokeswoman Kathy 
Pherson said that, so far as she 
knew, it was the first large-scale 
protest at the agency since the 
headquarters, about six miles 
from Washington, D.C., opened 
25 years ago. 
The U.S. Park Service said 
Fairfax County police, responsi- 
ble for the south gate at the 
sprawling, tree-lined installa- 
tion here, arrested 355 persons, 
of whom 90 were taken to jail for 
refusing to identify themselves 
or other reasons. 
THE U.S. Park Police, with jurisdiction over the north gate, 
arrested 183 persons. Another 15 
were taken into custody by the 
Federal Protective Service. 
From shortly after dawn until 
about 10:30 a.m. EDT, demon- 
strators sat down on roadways 
leading to the spy headquarters, 
preventing vehicle access. Some 
were escorted on foot by police 
to a nearby precinct while oth- 
ers were hauled away in paddy 
wagons, many with their hands 
tied behind their backs. 
Moyer supports victim program 
COLUMBUS (AP) -Ohio Su- 
preme Court Chief Justice 
Thomas Moyer said yesterday 
he did not object to the proposed 
expansion* of Ohio's Victims of 
Crime Program to include peo- 
ple hurt by drunken drivers, so 
long as adequate funding is pro- 
vided. 
On other matters, Moyer con- 
firmed that the high court had 
pressured former commissioner 
William Mitchell of the Ohio 
Court of Claims to resign. Mitch- 
ell has denied there was any 
conflict in representing clients 
in two cases filed with the 
claims court. 
Mover also said a decision 
would likely be made this week 
on whether Hamilton County 
Common Pleas Judge Richard 
Niehaus would be removed from 
the Marvin Warner case in Cin- 
cinnati. 
Moyer's comments came at a 
news conference marking the 
start of National Victims Rights 
Week in which he called the Ohio 
crime victims compensation 
program one of the most aggres- 
sive and comprehensive in the 
United States. 
Established in 1976, it pro- 
vides awards of up to $25,000 for 
victims of violent crime to cover 
certain uncompensated ex- 
penses. 
Since its inception, the pro- 
gram administered by the Court 
of Claims has awarded $50 mil- 
lion to more than 10,000 Ohioans. 
Awards average $4,000, 
MOYER VOICED no objec- 
tion, if needed additional fund- 
ing could be found, for extending 
the program to victims of 
drunken drivers. 
"If the bill is to be adopted, 
there has to be an adequate 
funding mechanism for it," 
Moyer said when asked about a 
pending House bill that would 
authorize such an expansion. 
News Digest 
Auto emission inspection plans continue in Ohio 
CINCINNATI (AP) - U.S. Environmental 
rYotection Agency officials say the auto emis- 
sion inspections program will go into effect in 
Cincinnati and Ohio as planned, despite the 
failure of the same program in Texas. 
"I doubt whether anything will be changed," 
said Andrea Tanner, public information officer 
with the U.S. EPA in Cincinnati, yesterday. 
"You can't go on the basis of just one program. 
The law is the law." 
The Ohio inspections program is to begin at 
the end of this year. Owners of cars and light 
duty trucks made after 1979 will be required to 
have their cars checked to be sure they are 
using only unleaded fuel, and that there has 
been no tampering with pollution control equip- 
ment. The inspections are designed to helpOhlo 
comply with federal ozone standards. 
The same program has been in effect for Vh 
years in Texas and has not produced measura- 
ble results, said Larry Butts of the Texas Air 
Control Board. 
After suicide, SS guard reported acquitted in 1949 
WICKLIFFE (AP) - A former German SS 
guard who hanged himself after learning he 
would have to appear before a Justice Depart- 
ment Nazi-hunting unit was acquitted during a 
trial in Poland, according to a translation of a 
document obtained by police. 
Sgt. Ronald Belpulsi of the Wickliffe Police 
Department said yesterday that papers given to 
police by the family of John Stolz say he was 
acquitted in the late 1940s on charges that he 
was a Nazi fascist. 
"I believe it's authentic," Belpulsi said of the 
document, which police had translated from 
Polish into English. He said police sent a copy of 
the papers to the Justice Department's Office of 
Special Investigations, which mailed Stolz a 
subpoena earlier this month. 
Stolz, 65, is said to have been an SS guard at a 
camp in Poland during World War n. 
The document, dated March 10, 1949, was a 
verification that Stolz had been acquitted about 
six months earlier, Belpulsi said. 
Child endangering charges dismissed against parents 
CEIJNA (AP) - A Mercer County Common 
Pleas judge yesterday dismissed charges of 
child endangering against two members of the 
Indiana-based Faith Assembly religious group 
in the death of their 23-month-old daughter. 
However, Judge Dean James struck down the 
section of state law that Steven and Diane 
Miller had used to defend themselves against 
charges in the April 3, 1986, death of their 
daughter, Kimberly, whom they tried to cure 
using prayer alone. 
James struck down a portion of state law that 
allows parents to treat their children by spiri- 
tual means "in accordance with the tenets of a 
recognized religious body." The judge said the 
law "creates an impermissible relationship 
between the church and state" and violates 
constitutional guarantees of equal protection. 
The Millers were not present at the court- 
house as the judge read his ruling. 
"The Millers continue to suffer from the death 
of their child," attorney Garret Gall said. 
Sports 
Bowling Green Beverage, Inc 
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Miwa leads Falcons 
to twin MAC sweep 
Timely hitting, generous 
fielding miscues by the oppo- 
sition, and outstanding pitch- 
ing by Vicki Miwa enabled 
Bowling Green's Softball 
team to cruise to a four-game 
sweep in action last weekend. 
(Yesterday's single game 
against Wright State was 
postponed by afternoon thun- 
derstorms. 
The Falcons began the 
week with 2-0 and 7-5 victories 
over Kent State in Kent. 
In the first game, Miwa and 
Cindi Williams combined to 
hurl a one-hitter at the 
Flashes, who hurt their cause 
by making four errors. Kris 
Rossi and Amy Lienhardt 
contributed RBIs. Lienhardt 
now leads the Falcons with 34 
RBIs this season. 
BG and KSU needed 10 in- 
nings to finish the nightcap of 
the doubleheader. 
WITH THE Falcons' Mich- 
elle Clagett standing on sec- 
ond base in the 10th, Rossi 
singled to put runners on first 
ana third. Lisa Ryan then 
drove a catchable ball to the 
outfield which the Flashes 
misplayed. Both Clagett and 
Rossi scored on the error. 
Miwa. the winning pitcher, 
and Williams combined to 
shut out the Flashes in the 
final inning. 
BG extended its winning 
ways into Saturday's double- 
header at Ohio university. 
The Falcons again won the 
first game 2-0 and defeated 
the Bobcats, 5-2, in the finale. 
MIWA WAS once again the 
center of attention as she 
notched her third win in as 
many BG games. BG's lead- 
ing pitcher was only one out 
away from a no-hitter in the 
opener, but had to settle for a 
two-hitter. 
Lienhardt had the only RBI 
in the 2-0 victory. 
Miwa, now 9-5 this season, 
finished with a two-hitter and 
garnered Mid-American Con- 
ference Player of the Week 
honors. Her totals for the last 
seven days include four wins, 
one save, three shutouts, 21 
strikeouts ar.d no runs on only 
seven hits in 26 and two-thirds 
innings. 
The Bobcats paved the way 
for their own defeat in the 
second game with four er- 
rors. BG took advantage of 
the situation by scoring four 
runs in the first three innings. 
Edie Campbell, Lienhardt 
and Clagett each had two hits 
to account for all six Falcons' 
hits. 
The Falcons are now 17-19 
overall and 7-9 in the MAC. 
Tracksters fare well in pair 
Falcon Dave Mora qualifies for NCAA's 
by A) Franco 
sports reporter 
The Bowling Green track 
squad had a productive weekend 
as some tracksters traveled to 
the Penn Relays and others 
headed to Baldwin-Wallace. 
Dave Mora headed the field as 
he became the first Bowling 
Green trackman in six years to 
qualify for the national 
championships. Mora finished 
eighth overall in the 10.000-me- 
ter event while competing in a 
strong field at the Penn Relays. 
He crushed the school record by 
17 seconds as he ran a 29:14 on 
Thursday night, the first day of 
competition. 
Mens' head coach Sid Sink 
said he was pleased with Mora's 
performance. 
"We had a race plan," Sink 
said "He stuck to it, and I'm 
really pleased with the way he 
ran. He also qualified in cross 
country in the fall, and I think he 
can qualify in some other events 
for us. His confidence level is 
really high." 
Mora was also happy with he 
results of the plan. 
"We (Mora and the coaches) 
kicked out a few splits (times) 
we thought that we liked," Mora 
said. "The first was at the 5-mile 
mark." 
Mora said at the beginning of 
the race he was running with the 
Netters find mixed luck 
BG News/Rob Upton 
BG tennis captain Rick Boysen and his teammates split in Mid-American Conference action last week. The 
Falcons have two matches before beginning the MAC tournament. 
The Bowling Green State Uni- 
versity men's tennis team will 
try to Keep some new-found mo- 
mentum alive this weekend 
when Mid-American Conference 
rivals Miami University and 
Ohio University come to town. 
Coach Bob Gill's Falcons host 
the Miami Redskins, Friday at 2 
p.m. and then Ohio University, 
Saturday at 10 a.m. Both 
matches will be held at Keefe 
Courts. 
It will be Bowling Green's 
final two regular season 
matches before the May 7-9 
MAC Tournament at Ball State 
University in Muncie, IN. 
Last week, the Falcons re- 
corded their first MAC dual 
match win of the season, beating 
Eastern Michigan, 6-3, on Keefe 
Courts. The Falcons prevailed 
thanks to some strong doubles 
play. The match was tied 3-3 
after  singles  play,  but  BG 
stormed to victory by sweeping 
the pairs competition. 
Toledo registered a 6-3 win 
over BG the day before. Earlier 
in the week, BG blanked Cleve- 
land State, 9-0, despite resting 
three of the team's top players. 
The Falcons enter this week 
with a 12-11 overall record and a 
1-3 mark in the MAC. 
Ken Bruce continues to play 
with confidence at number six 
singles. Last week, he went 34 
in singles play and joined num- 
ber three pairs partner Peter 
Ellsworth for a perfect 2-0 week- 
end in MAC play. 
Andy Sallee also went 24 in 
MAC singles play last weekend. 
On the women's side of the 
net, the lady netters continue to 
look for their first MAC victory. 
Interim coach Jenny Gilger 
has guided the Falcons to a 5-13 
overall mark, but BG is 0-4 in 
conference play. The team will 
try to crack the MAC win col- 
umn this week in dual matches 
at Miami Friday and at home 
with OU at 1 p.m. Saturday. 
BG then will prepare for the 
conference championships at 
Western Michigan University in 
Kalamazoo, MI. 
The last two weeks have 
marked the return of Julie 
Banks to the Falcon line-up. 
Banks missed most of the spring 
season with health problems, 
but she quickly established her- 
self at number three singles by 
posting a 1-1 MAC record 
against Toledo and Eastern 
Michigan. 
Also going 1-1 in the MAC at 
number five and number six 
singles were Andreas Dalmas 
and Ingrid Riester. Riester and 
Nanette Zimmerman were 1-1 in 
the MAC at number three dou- 
bles. 
As a team, the Falcons came 
close but fell 5-4 to the Toledo 
Rockets and M to EMU. 
pack but then slipped back. 
"At first, I was running with 
the pack." Mora said. "Then, I 
slipped back and wasn't sure 
where I was. The times at the 
splits helped me a lot, and I 
knew I needed to run a 4:40 the 
last mile." 
Mora was able to achieve his 
objective and finish with a Na- 
tional qualifying time. Mora 
also has a chance to qualify in 
the 5,000 and 15,000-meter 
events. 
Ironically, the Nationals will 
be held in Baton Rouge, La. on 
June 4-7, where they were held 
six years ago; the last time BG 
members qualified. 
Also at the Penn Relays, BG's 
Tracey Gaerke tied for third 
place in the high jump event (5- 
In the discus event, members 
of the BG womens' team cap- 
tured fifth and sixth place. 
Sandy Greig placed fifth with a 
throw of 134-11, and Vicki Ros- 
berry captured sixth with 133-7. 
Also, Bonnie Ramsdell and 
Jill Soster had season bests as 
they tied in the 3,000-meter 
event with a time of 9:52. 
BG had many other standout 
performances. Scott Mercer and 
Scott Wargo had personal bests 
in relay legs that failed to place. 
Mercer broke his best in running 
NFL Coach: 
draft is good 
and plenty 
NEW YORK (AP) - Marty 
Schottenheimer raises his voice 
in mild protest when someone 
suggests the talent is thin in this 
year's NFL draft. 
"People always say it's agood 
Cor a bad year,' the Cleve- 
Browns coach said. "That's 
an overstatement. The players 
are always out there, you just 
have to find them." 
The NFL's annual lottery of 
college players takes place to- 
day at the Marriott Marquis 
Hotel with almost all the atten- 
tion centered on the first round. 
The Tampa Bay Bucs will 
choose the already signed Vinny 
Testaverde with the first pick, 
and the other 27 will follow in 
inverse order of 1986 success, 
quickly snatching All-Ameri- 
cans or names made famous by 
pre-draft speculation. 
Then, after the Super Bowl 
champion New York Giants 
make the 28th choice, many 
.spectators will head home or 
click off their television sets, 
convinced the draft is over. In 
reality, it's just beginning - the 
lower rounds are where 
championships are won and lost. 
When the Giants, for example, 
took the field in Pasadena in the 
last Super Bowl, just three of 
their 22 starters were players 
drafted in the first round. The 
Denver Broncos had five first- 
rounders among their starters. 
Moreover, of the 99 players 
chosen for the last Pro Bowl, 38 
were first-round choices, but 10 
were free agents, players who 
were either undrafted out of 
college or cut loose by an NFL 
team. 
There were 12 other Pro Bowl- 
ers chosen in the second round; 
eight in the third, five in the 
fourth, four in the fifth, two in 
the sixth, three in the seventh, 
four in the eighth and one in the 
12th - linebacker Karl Mecklen- 
burg of the Broncos. Three more 
were undrafted players signed 
D See Draft, page 9. 
Buckeyes to be or not to be. . . 
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - In three 
weeks, Ohio State basketball coach Gary 
Williams should know whether he has one 
of the top recruiting classes in the country, 
or No.l In terms of disappointment. 
Cleveland St. Joseph's Treg Lee and 
Columbus Wehrle's Eli Brewster have 
Cm they deserve a shot at college 
etball by their play in high school. 
Now they must prove that they deserve to 
play as freshmen by their academics. 
"I hope thev both can play right away," 
Williams said Monday. ''They can help us 
next year." 
Both the 6-foot-8 Lee and the 6-3 
Brewster took their college board tests two 
weeks ago. According to NCAA regula- 
tions, incoming freshmen must meet cer- 
tain minimum requirements in order to 
play intercollegiate athletics their first 
year. 
Should Lee and Brewster not be eligible, 
Williams said he still wouldn't be disap- 
pointed with his recruiting class, which 
also includes 6-8 Perry Carter. 
"Look at the Big Ten Conference in 
basketball last season and try to name a 
freshman who had an impact," Williams 
said. "You can't name one. I just hope that 
guys like Perry Carter or Treg Lee can 
rebound and play some defense that first 
year. I'm not concerned about points. If 
they just rebound for us, they can help us." 
Carter has already qualified to play for 
Ohio State in 1967-88. 
Williams still has one remaining schol- 
arship and is considering Anderson Hunt, 
a 6-foot point guard from Detroit South- 
western High School, along with several junior college players. 
Hunt has narrowed his college choice 
down to Ohio State, DePaul or Nevada-Las 
Vegas, but -like Lee and Brewster - has 
yet to qualify for freshman eligibility. 
Randy Doss, a 6-foot-5 sophomore, will 
also join the team this fall after sitting out 
a year because of academic problems. 
Grady Mateen, a 6-11 center, will be avail- 
able after transferring from Georgetown a 
year ago. 
Williams said that James Bradley, a 6-1 
r-d from Columbus Beechcroft who was 
leading scorer in the state two years 
ago, had difficulty with his grades last 
quarter. 
"James called us and wanted to play for 
us (after dropping out of Miami of Ohio)," 
said Williams. "Now he has to make a 
commitment to get It done academically 
and now he has to pay the price." 
Williams just lost his recruiting coordi- 
D See Backs, page 8. 
Dave Mora 
a 1:51.0 while Wargo ran a 
4:08.5. 
At the Baldwin-Wallace meet, 
Sink said his squad did well as 
they placed in 10 different 
events. BG had a first place 
winner in Mike McKenna. McK- 
enna won the 10,000 meters with 
a time of 31:19.97. Although this 
time wasn't nearly as good as 
Moras' time, Sink was pleased 
with his performance. 
"The tune was very close to 
Mikes' best," Sink said. "At 
about the middle of the race, 
Mike got sore calves. He 
dropped from behind the leader 
but had a strong finish." 
Steve Shunck finished third in 
the same event with a time of 
31:42.24. 
David Hand placed In four 
events for the Falcons. He 
placed fourth in both the 100- 
high hurdles and the interme- 
diate high hurdles. Hand was 
also a member of two relay 
teams that placed. 
Randy Schmidt placed second 
in the 110-high hurdles as he ran 
a 14.96. 
Sink said the team did very 
well, but he is worried about a 
couple of minor injuries to mem- 
bers of his squad. John Austin, 
who competed in his first meet 
this season, sustained a injury to 
his hamstring, and Randy 
Schmidt hyper-extended his 
knee as he crossed the finish line 
in the 110-high hurdles. Sink said 
that be doesn't expect the inju- 
ries to keep the runners out of 
the line-up too long. 
The mens team heads to Ox- 
ford Saturday for a meet against 
Miami. 
"We're looking for some good 
performances and to pull to- 
gether as a team," Sink said. 
Sunday, both the men's and 
women's teams travel to Colum- 
bus for the Jesse Owens Invita- 
tional. 
Golf team peaks 
for stretch run 
byDenntoCtaco 
•ports reporter 
The Bowling Green men's 
golf team is savins Its beat 
performances for the latter 
part of the season 
BG posted its finest finish of 
the spring season by captur- 
ing second place at the Kent 
State Invitational last week- 
end. 
And on Monday, the link- 
sters finished third in a field 
of 11 at the Barney Francis 
Memorial Tournament at the 
Toledo Country Club. 
At Kent, the Falcons car- 
ded a three-day total 1,139 
(392-38W64), 18 strokes be- 
hind tournament host and 
Mid-American Conference 
foe Kent State. The Golden 
Flashes shot an 1,111 in win- 
nine the event on the Wind- 
mill Lakes Golf Club, 
Ravenna, Ohio. 
Will Brown continued his 
steady play by copping a tie 
for second place overall. Br- 
ing a 222 (76-75-71) on the nar- 
70 course. Brown and Wright 
State University's Matt Shar- 
key were knotted after M 
holes of play and were forced 
to playoff for the spot Shar- 
key ousted Brown on the 
eighth hole of the sudden- 
death match. 
Senior Rob Barsantee 
placed sixth overall In the 
tournament ending at 234 (77- 
76-71). 
BG helped its cause by post- 
ing the best score of all the 
teams on the final 18 holes - a 
364. The Falcons'five totaled 
a strong 71-71-73-75-75,14-over 
par. 
With the second place fin- 
ish, the Falcons also bested 
several teams who had 
topped them earlier in the 
season. WSU placed third 
(1.141), Ohio University took 
fourth (1,157), Toledo finished 
fifth (1,166) and Akron and 
Walsh ended up in a tie for 
sixth (1,180). 
Yesterday, BG shot a team- 
total 3», finishing one stroke 
behind Toledo and Kent State. 
The Rockets won the first 
playoff bole to win the tour- 
S'» Eric Stacy tied for 
best score before taking med- 
alist honors all for fumself 
when he defeated Scott Bos- 
sard on the first playoff hole. 
Stacy shot a four-over par 74 
on the day. 
Rob Barsantee and Pat 
Bryan contributed 78's to the 
Falcon cause. Meanwhile, 
Will Brown, Matt Ecky, and 
Dan Connor chipped in scores 
of 79, 80, and 81 respectively. 
BG will be off until the MAC 
Tournament played at Hues- 
ton Woods Golf Course May 
14-16. Miami will be hatting 
the league championships. 
BG News/Pete FeOmai* 
Bowling Green's Greg Loshuk had problems handling this ground ball at - 
first base during weekend action against Central Michigan. BG.S 
likewise, had problems handling the first-place Chlppewas. See next ■'. 
page for more. I 
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Hardballers continue to struggle 
by Al Franco 
sports reporter 
Things have gone from bad to 
worse for the Bowling Green 
Falcons baseball squad as they 
were scalped by the Central 
Michigan Chippewas in a pair of 
doubleheaders last weekend. 
In the war with the Mid-Amer- 
ican Conference's top team, BG 
saw CMU do what it has done 
most of the year: win, win, win, 
and win. 
The Chippewas won 9-1, 5-3,9- 
3 and 104. 
The Falcons dropped to a 
lowly 13-23 overall and 4-12 in the 
MAC. 
CMU scored at least three 
runs off each of the four BG 
starters. 
Despite the losses, BG still 
had some standout individual 
performances. In the first game, 
Kevin Ward and Joe Mueller 
each rapped two hits as did Tim 
Hatem and Ken Ospelt in the 
second game. 
On Sunday, Joe Mueller was 
impressive as he had five hits 
including two doubles, two runs 
batted in, and two runs scored. 
He had three hits in the first 
game of the double-header, and 
two hits in the night cap. Matt 
Oestrike also added two singles. 
Mueller raised his batting av- 
erage to .337 and his RBI total to 
13. He has 32 hits in 95 attempts 
this season. 
Though he lost to Central Sun- 
day, righthander Chuck Steward 
continues to lead BG in most 
pitching categories. 
With a record of 4-4, Steward 
has surrendered 46 hits in 54 and 
one-third innings with 27 walks 
and 51 strikeouts. 
The Falcons will try their luck 
again this week as they host 
MAC rival Toledo on Wednesday 
and Division II powerhouse 
Wright State on Thursday. BG 
has had mixed results against 
these two squads this year. To- 
ledo beat BG by scores of 8-7 and 
6-2 in a doubleheader played last 
Wednesday. A Falcon sweep of 
Wright State was part of BC/s 4- 
0 seasonal beginning. 
The double-header against To- 
ledo will begin at 1:00 p.m., and 
Thursdays' game starts at 3:30 
at Stellar Field. 
A>jAi.VAV.V.VA^*AVAVAW.v^V.V.V.vy^.^ 
Don't play games with 
your lungs. 
Pepsi 12pk. Pepsi 8pk. 
$3.99   fSJSft $2.09 
m§        +dep. 
BG Drive Thru 
corner of Napoleon & S. College 
WE ARE READY FOR YOU... 
...with our SUPER COLLEGE SPECIAL!! 
R 103 N. Prospect    -3J -HF—J-I^ 
Bowling Green        AovANaD«sf»vAnoNs>«3ui«D 
(419)354-1810 mmx&s 
RYDfK-THl BIST TRUCK MONtY CAN KENT Off UASt 
I 
RENT ANY STRAIGHT TRUCK FOR ONLY: 
'39." per doy and 16'a mile 
Expires May 31. 1987 - Not good with any other discounts, round trip 
and local rates only, some restrictions may apply. Prices do not 
include fuel, or domoge waiver. This offer supersedes the offer which 
expires on May 31, 1987. 
:*> 
THURSDAY 
LADIES NIGHT 
*ALL MALE BURLESQUE* 
FOR LADIES ONLY 
Starring 
^Joucn of inlaid 
'50* DRINK SPECIALS 'TIL 8:00' 
DOORS OPEN AT 7:00 
SHOWTIME 8:00-10:00 
JJu> FREE after 10:00 
19 anJ On, 
Come join the Fun 
THE FUNDRINKERY 
382-1876      Glenbyrne Center 
Falcon southpaw Scott Taylor was one of four BG starting pitchers to 
suffer   the   wrath   of   Central   Michigan   bats   last   weekend.   Taylor 
BG News/Pete Fellman 
fell to 3-4 in action Friday and the Falcons fell to 13-23 after losing 
four games to the league-leading Chippewas. 
the great american smokeout 
the great american smokeout wl 
the great american smokeout T 
PI D6LT3 Pftl 
Societe d'honneur francaise 
Fellclte ses nouveaux Inltles 
Jennifer Aspacher 
AwatifEl-Fehri 
Sandra Hull 
Ancient Montana 
JcfT Longwdl 
Craig Miller 
Kimberiy Dyer 
Cynthia Lammert 
Amanda Stein 
Judith Goidavonh 
Diana Justis 
Patricia Turcic 
Steve Williams 
Sherry Gihaon 
Patrice Telenco 
Molly Jenkina 
Rebecca Mancuao 
Deneen Bract 
JelTTonneaen 
Bucks 
Q Continued from page 7. 
nator, Rick Barnes, who ac- 
cepted the head coaching po- 
sition at George Mason 
University last week. He said 
Randy Avers, a part-time 
coach last season, Is still in 
the running to replace Bar- 
nes, but that he has not 
reached a decision on Barnes' 
replacement. 
Williams said he and Bar- 
nes' replacement will have a 
bumper crop of quality play- 
ers to evaluate in the near 
future. 
Williams cited 6-7 Steve 
Hall of Haviland Wayne 
Trace, 6-11 Eric Riley of 
Cleveland St. Joseph. 6-11 BiU 
and 6-6 Jimmy Jackson of 
Robinson of Canton McKinley 
Toledo Macomber, as the top 
players in the state. He also 
singled out 6-4 Lonnie Jones 
of Columbus Wehrle and 6-5 
Tony Lucas of Columbus 
Bishop Hartley. 
"The key to building a pro- 
gram here is to have three 
good recruiting classes," Wil- 
liams said. "We've had one. 
Now we have to continue that 
for two more years. One ad- 
vantage we have is that this 
state is going to produce the 
type of players to make us a 
contender in the Big Ten. And 
if you're a contender in the 
Big Ten, you can play anyone 
in the country." 
AnnYa. Barbara Jo MacDonald 
A degree 
of caring. 
For people who care about people- 
teachers, counselors, health and human 
services professionals—Northeastern Uni- 
versity has a special place where you can 
obtain the knowledge and skills needed 
to help others Boston-Bouve College of 
Human Development Professions. 
You can reach out and further your 
career with Master Degree programs 
that include: 
Master of Education 
• Counseling 
• Consulting Teacher of Reading 
• Curriculum and Instruction 
• Educational Research 
• Human Development 
• Rehabilitation 
• Special Education 
Master of Science 
• Counseling Psychology 
• Physical Education 
• Recreation Management 
• Speech-Language Pathology & 
Audiology 
Doctoral and non-degree certification 
programs are also available. 
For more information and a free catalog, 
call (617) 437-2708 or write to Boston- 
Bouve College at the address below. 
BOSTON 
BOUVE 
tf Northeastern I niwrsil y 
Graduate School, Boston-Bouve College of Human Development Professions 
107 Oockser HaII.Northeastern University, 360 Huntmgton Awe . Boston, MA 02115 
NonhetniH" Untmnty.% *r> *qo«i oppoiun.iy/VWmaii.ti J<l>Qo edut<l*J"«X fi.Mul-3" «"d tmt*&f*' 
CHARLESTOWN= 
APARTMENTS 
MID AM MANOR 
Choose from choice apartments within 
walking distance to campus—Summer 
1987 and 1987-88 school year. 
1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or 
unfurnished, gas heat & water included, 
air conditioning 
Resident Manager, 
641 Third St.. Apt. 4, B.G. 
352-4380 
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NFL draft day bible may help 
those with thirst for football 
Today is the day football junkies across the country get 
their mid-year fix. The Super 
Bowl is three months old and 
summer camps are still in the 
distance. 
But grid fans can rejoice 
today, the National Football 
League draft is here. 
For those who don't have 
cable to watch the first few 
rounds on ESPN and those who 
haven't read Street St Smith's 
annual report, here is the Smith 
& Smith (credit the second to 
Ken Smith in Hudson, Ohio) 
report on the 1987 NFL college 
draft: 
A rundown of the first round - 
TAMPA BAY: Vinny 
Testeverde (QB, Miami) has 
been a Buc for four months. 
INDIANAPOLIS: Cornelius 
Bennett (LB, Alabama), will 
make an immediate impact and 
will eventually (barring injury) 
wind up in the Hall of Fame. 
Yes, he's that good. 
BUFFALO: Shane Conlan 
(LB, Perm State), definitely Pro 
Bowl caliber, proved his ability 
in Fiesta Bowl. 
GREEN BAY: Reggie Rogers 
(DE, Washington), could be a 
ferocious pass rusher although 
some question his upper body 
strength. A blue chipper 
nonetheless. 
SAN DIEGO: Everyone 
probably expects a defensive 
pick from the Chargers but the 
nod here goes to Brent Full wood 
(FB, Auburn), a franchise 
running back. Potentially one of 
the greats. 
ST. LOUIS: Rod Woodson 
(CB, Purdue), the best athlete in 
the draft; will help 
immediately. 
DETROIT: Tough pick 
because the Lions need help 
everywhere but Tony Woods 
(DE/LB, Pittsburgh) should end 
up in the Motor City. A little slow 
to be a pro linebacker, but 
should be a solid end. 
HOUSTON: Alonzo Highsmith 
(FB, Miami) will help take 
pressure of Mike Rosier in the 
backfield; he's a prototype 
fullback: he can churn out yards 
inside, block and catch passes. 
PHILADELPHIA: Mike Junkin 
(LB, Duke) hasn't received the 
attention of Bennett, Conlan or 
Brian Bosworth (who'll be in the 
supplemental draft) but has all 
the tools to be an outstanding 
linebacker in the mold of Jack 
Ham. 
PITTSBURGH: Jerome 
Brown (DT, Miami) should help 
rebuild the Steel Curtain. 
NEW ORLEANS: Haywood 
Jefferies (WR, North Carolina 
State), undoubtedly the premier 
receiver in the draft; good size 
(Moot-2,195 pounds) and 
blazing speed (4.45) make him a 
legitimate home run threat. 
DALLAS: Look for Shawn 
Knight (DT, Brigham Young) to 
come in and help replace an 
aging defensive front. 
ATLANTA: Most experts say 
the Falcons will draft a running 
back and the logical choice 
would be Kenny Flowers (HB, 
Clemson), underrated with good 
speed and power in the Kevin 
Mack mold. Atlanta could 
surprise with a different choice. 
MIAMI: No doubt the 
Dolphins need defensive help, 
could come in the form of big 
Danny Noonan (DT, Nebraska) 
who blocks out light. 
LA   RAIDERS: John   Clay (OT, 
Missouri): the Raiders are 
traditionally not afraid to draft 
an offensive lineman this high 
(witness Henry Lawrence a first 
rounder) and Clay is the best 
offensive lineman in the draft. 
MINNESOTA: Roger Vick 
(FB, Texas A&M); typical 
Viking running back - versatile, 
has good size (6-foot-3, 218) and 
4.7 speed. 
CINCINNATI: John Boza 
(DE, Boston College), coveted 
by many teams including 
division rival Cleveland. 
SEATTLE: Rod Bernstein 
(TE, Texas A&M), could fill a 
nagging hole and will help 
immediately. 
KANSAS CITY: D.J. Dozier 
(HB, Penn State) fills the void 
remaining from Joe Delany's 
untimely death. Perfect for role 
as Chief's scatback. 
HOUSTON: Mark Ingram 
(WR, Michigan State), 
combined with first pick 
Highsmith, will give Oiler 
offense a big lift. 
NEW YORK JETS: The Jets 
have a wacky track record on 
draft days and could pick 
anyone at any position for any 
reason but look for Nate Odomes 
(WR, Wisconsin) to be wearing 
green and white. 
SAN   FRANCISCO: Addition 
of 
Steve Young solidifies backup 
QB situation and Harris Barton 
(OT, North Carolina) will help 
protect 49er signalcallers; best 
description: "as big as a 
house. 
NEW ENGLAND: Randy 
Dixon (OT, Pitt), solid player 
but Patriots could draft another 
position. 
CLEVELAND: As usual, the 
Browns are looking for two 
things: a solid defensive end and 
a burner at wide reciever. Look 
for the former with Jason Buck 
(DE, Brigham Young) an 
impact player at 6-foot-5, 268 
with 4.75 speed. If Cleveland 
insists on a burner, Ricky 
Nattiel (WR, Florida) could fill 
the bill with 4.3 speed. Browns 
want Boza and/or Bernstein, but 
they won't last this long. 
SAN FRANCISCO: Alex 
Gordon (LB, Cincinnati) fits 
right in, weighs 240 and has 
great quickness; small school 
stigma will allow him to last this 
long. 
CHICAGO: Bears will 
probably take Nattiel to pair 
with Willie Gault, a nightmare 
for any defensive backfield. If 
Nattiel is gone look for Buck (if 
available) or Jerry Ball (DT, 
Sourthern Methodist) who could 
keep William "The 
Refrigerator" Perry from 
getting too comfortable. 
DENVER: Will probably use 
this choice in a trade, otherwise 
will take Gregg Rakoczy (C, 
Miami) to bolster offensive line. 
NEW YORK GIANTS: Adrian 
White (S, Florida) could help 
improve champs major 
weakness. 
O Expect a lot of trades 
today, teams will be jockeying 
for higher positions. Especially 
keep an eye on Buffalo, San 
Diego, Los Angeles (Raiders) 
and San Francisco to make a 
move. Dallas' Tony Dorsett 
could be in a Denver uniform 
before the draft is over. 
0 Sleepers: Paul Palmer 
(RB, Temple), John Paye (QB, 
Stanford), Chris Miller (QB, 
Oregon), Kelly Stouffer (QB, 
Colorado State), Scott Schwedes 
(WR, Syracuse), Lonzell 
"Thrill'' Hill (WR, Washington), 
William Harris (TE, Bishop 
College), Leon "Dr. Sack" Seals 
(Jackson State), Michael 
Brooks (LB, Louisiana State), 
Bob Saddill (DE, Texas A&M). 
O Possible draftees from the 
MAC: Brian Williams (Woot-7, 
285; OT, Central Michigan), 
Mike Garalczyk (6-foot-5, 270; 
DT, Western Michigan), John 
Dietterich (PK, Ball State). 
1 c 3C <]£ 1 
Applications are now being accepted for 
ALL STAFF POSITIONS 
at 
THE BG NEWS" 
For Summer Session & Fall Semester 
• Staff Editors 
• Reporters 
Apply: 214 West Hall 
i 
• Photographers 
• Copy Editors 
Deadline: Wed., April 29,5 p.m. 
^ E 
Applications 
are now being accepted for 
the staff of 
The K€V 
• Photographers • Writers 
• Copy €ditors • Office Personnel 
• Salespersons 
Applications Available: 
214 West Hall 
Deadline: Fit, May 1. 5 p.m. 
Corrales juggles Tribe staff 
Cleveland manager tries to ease pitching woes 
CLEVELAND (AP) - Cleve- 
land Indians Manager Pat Cor- 
rales, faced with having the 
worst pitching staff in the major 
leagues three weeks into the 
season, has found it's time to 
make some changes. 
The Indians, wno had the day 
off Monday after taking a 14-2 
beating Sunday from the New 
York Yankees, have a 6-14 re- 
cord and are already 11 1-2 
games behind the first place 
Milwaukee Brewers in the 
American League East. 
The pitching staff's earned 
run average is 5.97, the worst in 
the majors. It is tied for the 
league lead with 91 walks and is 
ranked second in wild pitches 
with 10. 
Corrales had known pitching 
was the team's weakness, but 
had figured the team was going 
to do better in that category than 
it did last season when the staff 
had a 4.58 ERA. Instead, the 
staff has been even worse than 
1965, when it lost 102 games with 
a 4.91 ERA. 
Corrales is now counting on 
righthander Frank Wills to help 
spell relief for the team that had 
been picked by many to be con- 
Draft. 
tenders for the AL East title. 
Wills, who was 4-4 with Cleve- 
land in late season relief action 
last year, was called up from 
Buffalo on Friday, as Corrales 
sent down reliever Tom Waddell 
to the Indians' Class AAA farm 
club. 
"I'm going to give him a 
chance to be the stopper," Cor- 
rales said. "I brought in my six 
relievers ... and told them 
their new roles. 
"Doug Jones, Ed Vande Berg 
and Ernie Camacho will be in 
long and middle relief for now. 
Wills, Steve Carlton and Rich 
Yett will be the middle and short 
men." 
Camacho, who set the Indians' 
single-season save record with 
23 saves in 1984, has been the 
club's No.l reliever for three 
years. Even when he missed 
virtually all of 1985 with an el- 
bow injury, he was the titular 
head of the bullpen. 
However, Camacho's start 
this season, with its 8.22 ERA, 
has created doubts in Corrales' 
mind. 
"Right now, I want to take the 
Cssure off Ernie, let him re- 
," Corrales said. 
Camacho was brought in to 
pitch Sunday when the Indians 
were behind 14-2 in the ninth. He 
gave up two hits, but no runs in 
retiring the side. 
Corrales' changes are ex- 
pected to mean more pressure 
for the others in the bullpen, 
especially Wills, who missed 
almost two weeks of spring 
training because of a pulled 
muscle in his rib cage. 
Like Camacho, Wills was a 
failed starter who Indians gen- 
eral manager Joe Klein believed 
could be resuscitated as a short 
reliever because of his high-ve- 
locity fastball. 
"Last year Frank had to learn 
a new role," Corrales said. "He 
had never done this before. But 
he's a bulldog." 
Wills showed how tough he can 
be Saturday against the Yan- 
kees, in recording his first save 
as he came in to relieve starter 
Scott Bailes in the ninth with a 
runner on first. 
Wills struck out Rickey Hen- 
derson, walked Willie Randolph 
and Don Mattingly, then whiffed 
Dave W infield to end the game 2- 
1 in favor of the Indians. 
Q Continued from page 9. 
out of the United States Football 
League. 
"You know what 10 free 
agents in the Pro Bowl tells us?" 
Seattle Seahawks Coach Chuck 
Knox asked. "It tells us we 
make a lot of mistakes. 
"There's far too much em- 
phasis on the first round," Gen- 
eral Manager George Young of 
the Giants said. "It's the media. 
It's all these draftniks. They put 
out the books and they talk about 
the first round. But you have to 
do a total job of building a team. 
The players come from every- 
where." 
Schottenheimer, for example, 
cites his own Herman Fontenot, 
a running back from Louisiana 
State signed as a free agent two 
years ago after he passed 
through the draft unchosen. 
Last season, he was Cleve- 
land's second leading receiver, 
catching 47 passes for 559 yards 
in the regular season. He also 
ran for 105 yards in 25 carries 
and threw a 46-yard touchdown 
pass on an option play. Then he 
added 12 more receptions, two 
for touchdowns, in the playoffs. 
CRim£=lisB CALL 
ITOPPgRI^  352-0077 
oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo 
CONGRATULATIONS 
OFFENHAUER HALL COUNCIL 
on a fantastic year 
Lori Christman 
Sue Criss 
Thalia Linardos 
Rob Strauss 
Jere Benic 
Brian Kohler 
Lynn Perez 
Marcia Taylor 
Dave Stiles 
Julie Carpenter 
SPECIAL THANKS ALSO TO: 
Dean Flory Lauta Kamlnrtl 
Damorls Keefe Meredith Reese 
Laufl Saletrlk Darlene Karoly 
itisha O'Hara Barry Gruessner 
oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo 
Jeff Mullins 
Jim Sebeto 
Julie Schroeder 
Chris Moor 
Audra Wilson 
Lisa Warm 
Jim Fair 
Dave Patterson 
Vlcki Crompton 
Cindy Zachman 
ssH»smssssKS$sssssssssss$ms$$$$$sss$smssHsss$$ssss$ssssssss»ssssssssmsmsss$ss 
RENTAL HOTLINE 
352-9302 
Call or Visit us . . . 
8:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. Weekdays 
9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Saturday & 
Sunday Thru Finals Week 
R< R. E. MANAGEMENT 
505 Clough St. B15 
Across the Railroad tracks 
from "Dairy Queen" 
(Campus Manor Apartments) 
Representing Over 200 Different 
Student Rental Apartments 
Efficiency thru Luxury 
$$ Fall Rentals Starting from only '85.00 per month per person $$ 
$$ Summer Bargain Rentals Starting at only '400.00 (Entire Snmmer)$$ 
Call Us Now! 
:msHswss»mmswusss»wssssssssssss:sssssssssssms»w»ssssssssssms»ssss» 
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CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS PERSONALS 
DAVEQFBFITNG 
You M tha greatest! 
I can't wan until ma wnm» .it's going loMN 
FUN 4 QAHES 
UAO Is proud to announce the organization 
of their naw GAMES COMMITTEE II you 
ara nteresled n planning tournaments, con- 
teats and expositions lor the 1987-86 
school year, contact Lisa Rlbar at ma UAO 
omce 372-2343 
it1 
WANT TO THY 
'PUavaitur 
OB ENGLISH LAOER7? 
FMO OUT ABOUT ITM 
EVERY WED. EVENING at 7:10 IN 
411 SOUTH HALL 
I LOVE YOU! 
Betsy 
Dinner In London?? 
An eienlny In Parts?? 
For more Into 
411 South Hall 
Wed. nights >l 7:10 
Planned Parenthood 
wtl be casing for your annual 
gKt to support me Wood County 
CfeHc April 7.8. 9 7-9 PM 
LOST & FOUND 
LOST-one pair ol nice red sunglasses Fri night 
m either YuppTs. Downtown, or Howard's rl 
found cat 372-3084 Thar* you 
Glemby at Uhanan's 
Spring Color Savings 
40% olf 
Lor eel Color 
352-5815 
LOST A SET OF KEYS NEAR HAYES ANO EP- 
PLER COMPLEX PLEASE CALL 3540252 If 
FOUND 
RIDES 
Need Ride: need to get bed beck to Euclid 
(Cleveland) will help pay coat of van rental. 
Desperately needed!' Pleats cell Keren 
anytime 351-5111  
SENIOR CHALLENGE VOLUNTEERS 
PLEASE RETURN ALL PLEDGE CARDS TO 
THE ALUMNI CENTER ALSO, DONT 
FORGET YOUR TELEFUNO TIME SLOT 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Pregnant? Concerns? 
Free pregnancy test, 
oofective Information 
By appointment or walk-in 
Ca> NOW 354 HOPE 
■MtsW* 
CONGRATULATIONS SENIORSI 
•PHI MU' 
WE'LL MISS VOUI ■mm* 
WE LOVE VOUI 
Ara you interested In an eicrhng new hair-cut? H 
so. you ran receive your new look tree by being 
a hajtcunkiu. model lor us at System Seven The 
Haitltylmg Piece   Cal Susan al 352 6516 
AH Button 
Party at Jan and Tiina's postponed to Friday, 
May 1  Chaos begins at about 8 PM Free and 
open excitement for all 
SCHOLAMHVS. QUANTS, AID avniltbto to> 
co*ege. graduate school Schotarsrup Matchtng 
Carter, 1-800-USA 1221. ext 6132 
Ba/gatns-Bej-gainf, 
Jeans N Things 
631 Ridge 
Typing and Word Processing Services and 
Resumes Thesis and dissertations IBM quality 
print speUng checked A to Z Data 352-6042 
•RADLCV ALLSOP 
HAPPY 22ND BIRTHDAY 
I LOVE YOUII 
CARRIE 
We provide typing of repetitive letters, 
resumes, mating labels, term papers, club a 
business newsletters Also UPS A Federal Ex- 
press, but. maAng ft much more Please can lor 
more information Hours 8am-6pm Mon 
through Fn ft 8am 3pm, Sat The Mam Office. 
20 N ThvdSt Surte C. Watervile. OH 43566 
8788638 
WOMEN'S CUN.C 
2700 Monroe St . Toledo Ottering 
gyriecotogcal services ft pregnancy termination 
by licensed physician including prenatal. 
obstetrics, pregnancy testing. Pap test (tor cer- 
vical cancer). VD screening, birth control "to , 
Tuba! Ugation. termination ot pregnancy up 
through 10 weeks (special rates tor students ) 
By arjpo-ntment 1-241-2471  
Wordprocesslng-typing   done,   tree   disk 
storage, call Sue in Maumee 893-4186 
BRIAN   BOOM" CHAMBERS 
Not only are you the cutest guy in BG. but 
you're also the best boyfriend' Thanks 'or the 
past one and a haft years and lor being my best 
friend' HAPPY ANNIVERSARY' Love you. CAR 
RtE  
CATHY KB. 
THANKS FOR THE PRECIOUS MEMORIES OF 
THE PAST SUMMER AND FALL 
THE   BEST WISHES TO YOU.   ESPECIALLY 
THIS   COMING    SUMMER.    AND   ALWAYS 
YOU'RE THE GREATEST' 
LOVE YOU. 
MLE 
CONGRATULATIONS    TO    MICHAEL 
SCHUESSLER ANO DIANE PARANA ON THEIR 
SAE PHI MU LAVAUERWG   PHI ALPHA 
THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON 
FOR THE CONVENIENCE OF PATIENTS WHO 
CALL OUR OFFICE LONGDISTANCE 
PERRYSBUR6 MEDICAL EYE CLINIC. INC. 
ANNOUNCES A NEW TOLL-FREE NUMBER 
1-800-433-7210 
AVAILABLE 8:45 A.M. (0 5:00 P.M. 
MONDAY THR0U6H FRIDAY 
Erres- 
1 cannot wart til 1MB weekend. I'm sure our 
secret getaway wfl be, above anything, 
PLACID. There a) but one rule no connect-the- 
dotsl And my shoulder wJ be in tip-top shape, 
don't worry1 Ara you going to shave? I JUST 
WONDERED! Ill be great. Bud-Only 3 more 
days! 
Love. Hetga (Woman) 
FIJI SPRING PLEDGES 
Thanks for al your heap with our Kappa Delta 
pledge breakfast We owe you one1 
Love. 
The KD Spring Pledgee 
PS Shewn, next time why don't you turn the 
stereo ont 
government Homes from SI (U repair) Deen- 
quent tax property Repossessions Call 
805 887 6000 Ext OH-9849 for current repo 
let 
HAPPY IMTHOAY OREO HEEHANI 
You Bake the Cake, and II bring the treating1 
Love. The Easter Bunny 
HEV CHRISTY LOUISE'' 
You're finely legal -wanna 
buy us 8 drtfik or something? 
Love. Scott. Amy, and friends 
(Happy 21st Birthdsyl 
JOE 4 CHrs*-Are you m a DAZE??? Thanka lor 
gMng 200%i 
-TO 
KATE-Thanks lor all the herd work and greet 
ideas1! Good luck on Exec" 
TO 
LAURA PACHNOWSKI 
Hope you had a good weekend. Thanks for 
Othelo Thursdsy 
Sieve 
Loft Rentals-Sign Up Now 
A-frame design-towest prices 
Cel JT* Cerryout 
352-5475 
Lynn and Leah-Great Ricks" Thanks a 
mason'" 
TG 
OX PRODUCTIONS 
DJ'S ANO TUNES FOR YOUR NEXT PARTY 
WILL TRAVEL 
REASONABLE RATES 
TIM 353-9111 
Q: How 00 you shadow a player f) a mighty- 
mitea - squat hockey game? 
A: Ask Andy Qrlbble about loaowlng him lo the 
bench 
Sign up now-LOFT RENTALS 
A-frame design-lowest prices 
Cel JT's Csrryout 
       352-5475 
Spring Bare Tune Up Special 
$14 09 
PurceTa Bike Shop 
STEVE "The Stud" LEsDtCH, 
One rnor• lima? 
We need to party again 
Why don't you cat? 
From tabbies I Trlxla 
THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON 
CONORATUALTE BILL IMBER ON HIS SAE 
ALPHA » DELTA LAVAUERtNQ TO KAREN 
BELVtLLE. PHI ALPHA 
THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON 
WOULD UKE TO CONGRATULATE JOHN 
JANSSENS AND BPJGETTE WENSINGER ON 
THEfR SAE-ALPHA XI DELTA PhNNfNQi PHI 
ALPHA 
THE PANHELLENIC EXECUTIVE COUNCIL 
WOULD LIKE TO THANK TOO© HARDY AND 
TED SHULTZ FOR ALL THEIR HELP WITH THE 
RUSH SLIDE SHOW! 
TOM LAWRENCE AND KERRY MANTIA 
CONGRATUATKONS ON YOUR SAE-ALPHA XI 
DELTA LAVAUERMO 
THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON 
TPJCIA Thenks for bringing Timothy lo BGSU! 
You were greet' Red la your ookxl 
TO. 
WHITNEY 
HAPPY 21 ST BIRTHDAY! 
WE HAVE A LOT TO CELEBRATE 
IN THE BAHAMAS' 
I LOVE YOU! 
WANTED 
1 Easygoing Roommate to shsre apt with 3 
guys on 6th St. for 87-88 school year Cel 
353-8805 
1 Female roommate needed for tali-spring In 
Haven House Apartments CAI Kim 372-4369 
or Jennifer 372-4283 
1 female roommate lo share 2 bedroom apt. 
with 3 others lor 87-88   Becky 352-2429 
1 non- smoking female to share newly furnished 
apt with 3 others lor Fa) 87-88 school year 
2nd and High Cel 353-1787 or 352-1787 
1 or 2 NONSMOKING Male Roommates for 
Sum. Rent-Can be worked out for Thnd St Apt 
Cable TV-Cat Soon 
W | IMI 
1 ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SUBLEASE 
HOUSE FOR SUMMER (PREFERRABLY 
FEMALE) NICE HOUSE. CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 
YOUR OWN BE0ROOM CALL DENIEE 
352-0176 
Oeopsrststl Need 1 or 2 people lo sublease a 
1 bedroom apt Furnished. Air Conditioning. 
dose 10 campus RENT NEGOTIABLE Avsaable 
Msy August Cal 354 5106  
Female grad student needed to shsre very 
nice, 2 bedroom apartment, beginning summer 
or lal Reasonable 352-1907 
Female Needed to share house with 2 others 
Own room May 87 to May 88 $160 a month 
for everything Very dose to campus 
Can 354-0838 
Female roommate wanted IMMEDIATELY for 
summer. June 8 thru August 15 VERY 
reasonable rent Cel CARRIE 352-8498 
Graduating? Found s lob m Toledo? Need a 
roommate? Wanted Roommate to share 2 
bedroom apt with male 23 yrs old Call 
865-9453 betwn 6-11 PM 
LOOKING FOR one male roommate lor either 
tel semester of al veer Spacious apartment- 
reeeonable rent Can Scott 2-6329. John 
2-3537. or Doug 363-2146 
Male roommate tor summer Cheep end close 
lo campus Cal Donme 352-7002 
Need 1 female non-smoking roommate tor sum- 
mer Close to campus $125-mo Includes 
ovorytbng plus cable Cal 352-6126 
NEEDED PLACE 10 STAY IN CLEVE AREA 
FOR SUMMER BREAK WILLING TO SPLIT 
COSTS BECKY 353 6805 
One   female   roommate  needed   for  87-88 
school year. 4 person apt  on Second St 
Reasonable rent Cal 352-3115 lor more Info 
One Male Roommate needed lor 87-88 school 
year Share apartment with two others Win- 
throp Terrace Apia . Nice Place Cal James 
353-2441 
One or two female roommates needed for sum- 
mer only-targe house dose to campua-we are 
easy to get along with Cal 353-9309 
TWO NON-SMOKING. CLEAN ROOMMATES 
WANTED FOR FALL-SPRING SEMESTERS 
NEXT YEAR ON CORNER OF CAMPUS AT 
CAMPUS MANOR CALL JIM OR JUSTIN 
3542939 
WANTE0 
Houeeboy lor a university sorority  Anyoee In- 
terested cel 372-4408 
WANTED IMMEDIATELY 
1 NON SMOKING FEMALE ROOMMATE TO 
SHARE 6TH ST APT FOR FALL 87-SPR 88 
APT IS FURNISHED LOW RENTI CALL US- 
WE'D UKE TO MEET YOUi KIM 353-O5I0 OR 
KAREN H 351-2144 
Wanted  l female roommate for 87-68 school 
yar Cal Lisa or Michele 2-5907 
^Return to participating downtown merchants. 
THE 
TANNING 
CENTER 
START YOUR 
SUMMER TAN 
NOW 
HAIR UNLIMITED 
143 W. Wooster 
353-3281 
and 
The Wash House 
248 N. Main 
354-1559 
-Since 1980- 
Special    „_ _ M 
Offer      $20.°° 
10 Initial visits 
expires 5/16/67 
WANTED-SUSLEASERS 
3 FEMALES-SUMMER (MAY AUG) $120 A 
MO NEGOTIABLE POOL. FREE CABLE 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. FURNISHED. 1 AC 
CALL ANGIE 2-6447. MICKEY 2-3233 OF) 
SARA 354-4606  
Wanted 1 nonsmoking roommate for 1 
bedroom apartment, next tel. Cheap Rant 
353-9707  
WANTED 2 SUBLEASERS FOR SUMMER 
ANO 87-88 SPACIOUS 2 BDRM FURN APT. 
BEHNO ASPEN WINE SHOP HEAT, WATER T 
FREE CABLE-192 50 A MO CALL NOW FOR 
AN EXCELLENT LOCATION 372-1687 
WANTED: 2 femeiee to aubajeae for summer 
Own rooms, great, new furnished apartments. 
Cal 363-1408 
WANTED: 2 female roommates for 87-88 
Acroesafrom campus Exceeent rant Cal 
Becky or Cheryl 353-6805 
Wanted: Nrjn-amoklng roommete to share a 
large mobile home neer K Mart S1 00 a mo for 
summer 362-0779 
WOtW IN FRONT OF A PARADOX? 
Not at the only Fun Piece To Be* 
FtaxUle schaduang lor the ooeage student Ap- 
ply m person st BUTTONS 
HELP WANTED 
•NEEDED- 
Energetic, hardworking,  tunloving  people tor 
partttme work  Al positions available  Apply In 
parson at Henry J's on the comer ot Byrne A 
OjendeJa In the Glenbyrne Shopping Plaza 
120 COUNSELOR AND INSTRUCTOR 
POSfTONS AVAILABLE Private Coed Summer 
Camp in Pocono Mts . PA Contact Cayuga. 
PO Box 234BG. Kentworth. NJ 07033 
(2011-276-0106 
ACTrvTSTS-Sumrner |obe m Toledo This sum- 
mer gat Involved si progressive poetics 
Legislative cempalgna on environmental issues 
A staursnce-ubaty rate reform Ohio Pubtc In- 
terest Campaign has summer-tul time positions 
on community outresch staff $225 wk to 
start Cal 1-241-9093 tor interview appt 
Business expanding to Spain and Italy. Need 
Spanish and Italian contacts Please cal 
352-8789 or 1636-5503 
Campus Rep needed to meet student needs 
Earn $300 plus easily m 2 weeks pen-time Cal 
Aaron at 1 -313-663-3889 and I wtl return your 
cal. 
Counselors CAMP WAYNE, co-ed children's 
camp. Northeastern Pennsylvania, offering e 
spirited, supportive atmosphere for personal 
growth General and specieity counselors need- 
ed for: Swimming. Salang, Waler-Skiing, Tenma. 
Gymnsstics. Team Sports. Setf-Defenae, Fine 
Arts. Guitar, Drama. Piano. Dance. Ceramics. 
Photography. Nature. Nurse. Group Leaders 
(20 plus) Other robs available On Campus In- 
terviews. Tuesday. Apr! 28th 10am 5pm For 
further Info write 12 Aseverd St. lido Beach. 
NY 11561, or cal 516-889-3217 Include 
your school telephone number 
Ever thought ol working In a beautiful resort? 
Having fun a making a lot ot money whee you're 
at it We have a arnited amount of positions open 
In our marketing drvtsion A HI activities If you 
trunk you heve something to offer 5 would Ike to 
sea what we have to offer cal 419-994-4828 
I ask for Mr O Neil 
EXPERIENCED Softball payers nterested In BG 
Man's "A" league the) summer Cal Thsd after 
5 30 pm at 352-3638. leave message 
Females needed for cleaning and checking ren- 
tal apartments week of May 9. Phone 
352-7366 between 4-7 PM 
GRADUATING   SENIORS   I   QUALIFYING 
JUNIORS! 
Interested In a career frying high performance 
mtWary arcraft In the Air National Guard? Cal 
Dave Plfer (419) 866-2035 
Keysner-Typeaetter Must be a detail" person 
able to work on many types of projects st s fsst 
pace Training or experience necessary Send 
resume 5677 Airport Highway. Suite 203. 
Toledo, OH 43615 
Marketing Sales 
SUMMER JOBS 
Our lop Colege Student In 1986 earned 
$7,500 and gained valuable experience If you 
have s dependable car and can be located m 
tha Toledo. B G ares this summer and have not 
secured s good summer job, cal Perms-Craft m 
Toledo at 1-882-3712 Ask tor Mr Welch 
Training pay and base salary offered to sharp 
aggressive mdMduaj 
Perfect summer fobs for high energy, fun-loving 
1 exdtlng individuals Al positions available Ap- 
ply In person attar 8 PM Tues through Sun st 
Buttons 
Student wanted for temporary position on safe- 
ty bait program Prxnsry rssponsibaties xiclude 
distributing incentives  contacting businesses. 
6 cceacMnu data on salary belt use Position 
avsaable from May 1987 through September 
1987.. Approximately 30 firs per week. Own 
transportation and vald driver's license re- 
quired Pleese ssnd resume, including 
references and hours available to Wood County 
Health Department. 541 W Wooster. Bowing 
Green, resume must bs received by May 4. 
1987 EOE-EOP  
SUMMER JOBS IN DAYTON 
Ohio's leading environmental lobby seeks pro- 
gressive women A men for summer A tuH time 
staff positions Cal OHIO PUBLIC INTEREST 
CAMPAIGN hrs 2-10 Pay S225wk Travel 
opp For Info   or interview 513-228-6880 
Tha Porthole Restsursnl Is looking tor 
bartenders a bsrmsids for the summer Sand 
resume to Porthole Restaurant P O Box 13. 
Ketys Island, OH 43438 
FOR SALE 
'77 fuel tnlected VW Rsbbrt 
AM-FM cassatl. naw Urea, good condition In- 
side end out   Firm $1,000   CAI 352-1 748 
1978 VW Sdrrocoo Double sun-roof. AM-FM 
ceaaett stereo, rear louvres- runs good, needs 
body work Cal 352-2356 or 893-3825 
1960 Chevy Citation 2 lone, red and beige, 
good condition 4-d00r. automatic. AM-FM 
cassette, power brakes a steering $1900 or 
beet offer Cal Yung at 362-2173 
1988 Camaro IFtOC Z. red, grey interior, load- 
ad, race, low massgl Cal 372-1163 
■M compatible computer wUh Pal monitor, 
DOS, CP-M, printer cable and manuals. 
$600 00 Cal 362-3099 1-8pm 
MOVING SALE 
Everything must go chair, couch, table, double 
bed. domes stereo, etc. Coma to 836 Third 
St Fn .   May   1st thru Mon   May 4th or cal 
352-2778 
University Approved Loft S100 
Atari Video Game System (wtth 25 cartndgeel 
$30 7 tool oouch~best offer Cat Greg or 
Scott 372-4282 
Women's 10 speed bke $65 26" Coax TV 
$86 Shed $10 Curtain a rod $2. 2 Plants $3 
each Al l 5 year old Cal 353 5103     • 
FOR RENT 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
Assortment ol many apt*. 
$ duplexes tor summer A 
faH rentals CALL NOW 
lor choice apt*. 1S4-2260 
Office located al 31t E. Wooster 
GEORGETOWN MANOR 
800 3rd Street 
Fury furnished 2 bdrm apts lor 
1987-88 Free heel a air oond 
Reasonable rates  I a 2 bdrm units 
avsaable tot summer 1987 FREE AIR 
CONDITIONING   CALL 352-4966 
1 a 2 bedroom furnished spts lor summer a 
198788 school year S a V Rentals. 
352-7454 
1 bedroom apt tor summer Furnished 128 S 
Summit No 3  1-267-3341 
2 bdrm spt lor summer sublease gulet. furnish 
ad, AC and free utaWes Available May 10 Cal 
353-0309 between 7-9 PM 
2 bdrm. turniehed apt   summer  105-215 a 
alec 805 Thursltn No  1 354-2807 
CARTY RENTALS 
Housee- Apartment a-Room • 
3 month leases for summer only 
Phone 352-7385 anytime 
Exceeent Location 
2 bedroom apt In house avaasbie this summer 
lor 4 people Wanes included low summer 
rale 304 E Court St Cal 352-2932 
FALCON PLAZA APARTMENTS 
Nail lo Aapen Wlna Restsursnl 
2 bdrm --turn, a unfum. 
Cal Tom 352 4673 days 
352-1800 eves 
FALL ■  2 bediooni unfurnished apartments 
Ctooe to campus Cal 352-5822 
FOR RENT- Need people to share house with 
F si Soring Cal Joe at 352-3429 
For sublease summer apartment Two bedroom 
furnished. Free Air Cond Ctoss to campus 
Large and Nice' $216 one room or $430 com- 
plate for 2 to 4 persona Cal Argie. anytime1 
354-2807 
FOR SUMMER $400 al summer specious 2 
parson apt. Air ccitrJHIoring You pay only elec- 
tric appro. $15 par mo Naw carpet Big 
bedroom, private entrance Parking space. 
washer-dryer next door Cal Ban 352-2501 or 
Mike 3722603 
House on Wooster across from Rodger* 
avaasbse for summer for 1 or 2 females Low 
rent a many extras Cal 353-0243 after PM 
Ons bedroom apartment for summer Quiet. 
Marty large, dose to downtown Large windows, 
off street perking Perfect for grada or upper 
level undergrade Walking distance to campus 
Electric only utnty 317-AN Mam SI Contact 
Mr Hyatt at 372-2301 
One bedroom apt avalabie for summer Fur 
nJhad, at oond . dose to campus (617 E 
Reed) 352-9620 
Room For Rent 
Msie-ssnior-grad 
Kitchen, private entrance 
3 blocks from University 
Phone 352-7238 
Steve Smith Apt Rentals 9 a 12 month 
aval 1967-88 school year 352-8917 262 
1-2 Troup-2 bdrm duplex $310 a utx 630 
MsnvBe-3 bdrm hse $310 a uM 605 Fifth St. 
Apt A-4 bdrm. triplex $450 A util 
SUMMER - 2 bedroom house   Close to cam 
pus Cat 352-5822 
3 month t 
Apartments starting al $180 per mo 
Ph. 352 7365 
Three melee seeking a fourth roommete lor fal 
semester Cheap Rant, vary spacious oat 
372-1292 
Two bedroom, furnished apartments lor tha 
87-68 school year  362-2683 
Unfurnished 2 bedroom apartments $500 tor 
summer. 834 Scott Hamilton Cal 352-5822 
University Wage Apt lor 1987-8 
School Year Groups ol 3 or 4. 
352-0164 
WANTED 2. 3. or 4 parsons to n.sjliaai fur- 
nished.  2 bedroom.  2 bathroom apartment 
Pod. si. taundry room Available June 7th Cal 
Elrabeth or Doras* at 364-0901. anytime 
PASSPORT 
PHOTOS $8.95 
kinko'i 
lOrwpswpi 
354-3977 
LETHAL 
WEAPON 
[ShowiEw, ot 7:3019:30 igj 
